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PADUCAH, KY., SUNDAY MORNING, AUGUST 13, 1905.

IT'S PEACE, LIKELY

DAmAcEs wANTED A NEW DEPARTURE

Japan }landed Russia's Answer to Her Demands:

Cheat Hodge, of This Coun- Board of Public Works Dety, Made Defendant.
cides to Clean the City.
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VOL 22, NO. 89

hich Japans
w
propose peace, but that
lover into the wide road, and as a
they are bound by a pledge to Baron
'result is languiohing in the city basKomura to keep them secret. The
tile. Levy "got bad" last night and
Japanese have refused to discuss in
I went to. the home of Sarah Dabney,
any e ay any 'Stelae of their condiland here the fun began. To stand
tions. They simply will not talk
!and let Levy disfigure her face Sarah
about them.. No Member of the staff
will answer a question that relates in
'exclaimed "No," and out the door
any way to the terms.
she hastily ducked. Levy pursued,
but too slow. Sarah had a narroet
Japanese Determined.
escape and was probably saved from
That the Japanese terms, in so far
as they touch the main point, will not
a severe whipping by the arrival of
DECLINES TO DELIVER
be withdrawn or materially modified RESULT OF KILLIN
Policemen Woods and Brennan..,.
G
DAILY COLLECTION
The French town blacic society was FOLLOWS
AS JAPAN ASKS. is the opinion of the most competent
CAMPAIGN
IN HIC.KM/AN COUNTY.
Japane-e authority on the ground
OF GARBAGE ORDERED. disturbed until Levy was given a
AGAINS
T MOSQUITOES.
cushion ride in John Austin's "auto."
who will talk for publication, namely,
Mr.
Julio
Kumpel
Matsumato, a ITIC111Attitude of Witte, Though He Stands
her of the Japanese Parliament, who A Number of Deeds and Some Minor The Hardy Buggy Works
Being Rap- MAY ABOLISH JIM CROW CARS Situation
Pat, is Considered as Meanis here as a financial emissary of JaContinues Favorable and
Suits Filed for Record and
idly Put in Order for Work
pan, and who is in close communicaProvision of Esch-Townsend Bill,
ing Peace.
Some Relaxation in QuaranTrial.
tion with Baron Komura and Mr.
Which South Will Oppose.
October 1,
tine Reported,
Taktahira. The reasons he assigns
Washington, Aug. 12.—Representaare extremely interesting.
THE 2APS SAY THEY
tive
Livingston, of Georgia, has
"The conditions, in their broad out- JURY HUNG IN
THE U. C. V. STILL TALK
WON'T CUT THEIR BILL. lines," said he to the Associated Press
shouldered his muelciet for sentinel PHYSICIANS URGED
4
SMALL NOTE CASE.
OF MEMORIAL MONUMENT. duty in the coming, session of concorrespondent to-eight, "have been
TO PROMPTLY REPORT.
gress.
substantially known to us in Japan,
The Esch-Townsend bill,
which passed the house last spring,
Portsmouth, N. H., Aug. 12.-a-The and the Russians will he very much
A heavy damage suit bearing senThe board of public works is to in- contained a clause which would have
meeting of the peace conference this mistaken if they imagine the Japansational charges was filed in the Mc- augurate.
New Orleans, Aug. I2.—In spite of
a system that will produce enabled the Interstate Commerce
morning, us indicated itt these dis- ese will not insist igiun the two Mid
Cracken county circuit court Satur- clean
the large number of cases of
points—t
Commissi
he
on
indemnity
fever
to
streets throughout the city.
and the cesdo away with "Jim
patches lase night, was brief. It lastday. The action was filed by Mrs. Large
reported during the past three or four
cans will soon be placed in the Craw" cars'. In the opinion of Mr.
ed a kttle more than an hour. The sion of Sakhalin.
lit E. Head" and children, against part
of the city where there are brick Livingston and a good many other &oh hope continues to run high here.
Russian reply why, delivered by M. "To e.urrender either is impossible.
Cheat
Hodge
for
the
sum
of $25,000. streets and on the business part of southern people the abolishment of That is due to the fatt that there are
Witte and the meeting was adjourned If Baron Kornura should yield on The
petition
asserts
that
her
husband, the city for the deposit of all garb- "Jim Crow" Cars would be a calamity practical evidences that the crusade
these
points
public
feeling in Japan
to give Baron Korner& and Idercolagainst tl
Pink He, who 'Was killed Septem- age, trash
,
te mosquito is telling. More
and refuse, and if the citi- to the white people of the South, and
leagues opportunity to examine the would he so strong that he would be
ber 28, lecsi, cartne to his death by zens will
than
two
weeks have now elapsed
if
such
a
murdered
law gets through the next
upon his return'to Jape .
obey the proclamation of
document.- Mr. Witte indicated coarThe Japanese expect peace and ey Hodges and others after conspiring the board, the change in the cleanli- congress it will be because Mr. Liv- since the death or curing of cases at
teously that he would expect the same
a number of points above Canal
with each other to effect an assassi- ness of
the city will soon be seen. ingston does not have the power to
expedition in the Japanese respoase have skived the way so far as bey
nation.
street,
and there has been no reapThe board of public works failed bead it off.
as has been observed in the prepara- haste been able by letting th; question
Head,
pearance
it
will
of the fever where those
be
remember
ed,
wet
to
of
intiemnit
an
'hold
y temain open for a
their regular meeting yestertion of the Russian reply and this
shot to death while standing on his day
cases existed, nor in the immediate
Late Artesia.
morning, but Secretary Saunders
was readily assented to. The Russian hargaie and by proposing what they
front porch on the night mentioned. Fowler
John W. Dore white, breach of the neighborhoods That is taken to inhad several letters written to
plepipotentiariet
immediately 're- say are very moderate terms when The
dicate the effectiveness of screening
attorneys for the plaintiff are R. Street Inspector Alonzo
psace,
Johnson and' Rogers.
turned to the hotel whi:e the Japan, the magaitade of the Japanese vicElliott
reand
S.
Smitli
disinfection which in the one inand
M.
T.
Sheitoorne
,
of
Sam
garding
Parsons,
tory
considere
is
the various matters and imd.
colored, drunk, was
ere remained at the navy yard. There
Clinton. Hodge lives in this county. provements
stance has prevented stegornyias from
may be an &newer this evening, towhich the council and al- arrested last night.
biting patients within the first three
dermen have referred to the board of
morrow or Monday. The Japanese
days of illness, and in the other has
public works. The legisiative boards
act with decorum or not at all.
Many Deeds Filed.
worked the destruction of all mosquiwill
soon be asked for an ordinance
Thedollowing deeds were filed yes'Russia's reply to the Japanese
toes in the infected houses and neighcompelling property owners to deposterday teeth the county clerk:
terms of peace is written, there being
bohoods.
two texts, one in French, the other in
F. Bessie and H. Y. Bynum to it refunding cans made for that purThe result is increaaed faith in the
F. ft Kimbrongh, :and in the coun- pose. The city wagon will attend to
English.
mosquito
theory. In this connection
taking
ty,
the contents of the can away.
Upon the two crucial pointe, in- THIS EVENING, AS USUAL, THE
it is sttown by the official reports that,
After
the
Philip
business
Stephen
MRS.
portion
J.
and
E.
of the city
wife, Maggie
demnity and the cession of the Island
WILLIAMSON SUC- while fifty-thre
STATE GUARDS WILL
e of the sixty-one new
Stephoneto Otto E. Gross, land in becernee educated tousing the cans
CUMBED TO WEEK'S ILLof Sakhalin. the reply is an absolute
PARADE.
cases officially reported in the prethe
the
=eve
county,
will
be
gradually
$1.2oo.
NESS
extended
non possirrno.
LAST NIGHT.
ceding twenty-five hour', are in the
-13t. Mocquot and others to Mag- throughout the city.
Other points are accepted as bases Yesterday a Calm Day No Doubt Belower section, there are fewer than
gie
The
An
Siebert
board
and
Estimable
ordered
the
ethers, for $t and
street deLady, of Noble Char- ever
for discuesion, while still other; are
cause of Friday's GeReral
before in the originally infected
other considerations, property near partment to erect • a fence between
acter, With Many Friends—No
accepted conditionally.
Acevity.
district, which is OM thickly inhabito
the
Clark
Seventh
and
Terrell
and
Adam,
Funeral
livery
streets.
stables,
Announcement.
The reply is rather long, because in
ed. The reason given for this is thaf
'Mkiggie Gilbert and others to J. D. on South Third street, and also
There were fewer visitors and less
enumerating the conditions upon
the drastic measures of fumigation
around
Slocquot,.
There
the
city
is
property
for
deep
$1
sorrow
and
the
at
rear
other considerain another
which discussion is admitted and stir at Camp sYeiser yesterday. The
home of the city. A beloved wife and disinfection instituted by the fedthose upon which consideration is de- departure of dov. Beckham, the gen- tions, property at Seventh and Ad- of the city 'hall.
A 1611 will be made on Bridge street and.rnother has been called from life. eral authorities are rapidly ridding
clined, reasons end arguments are eral weariness from the exercises and ams streets. '
.4
Last night at to:10 o'clock, Mrs. the district of mosquitoes.
J. D. hfocquot and others to W. F. betvoiten Elizabeth ind Husbands
social features of the day before, the
given.
Quarantine 'Relaxing.
•
stracta
Elizabeth
Paxton,
o
make
for
Williamson, wife of Capt.
and
outlet
$1
an
for
het that it was Saturday and also pay
other consideraOutlook for Peace Bright.
A
moderate
relaxation in quaranPortsmouth, N. H.. Aug. 1.1—The day with the guards rather detracted tions, property near Fourth and Jeff- IPlile ar%g 'vehicles while South John E. Willien100111, succumbed to a tine regulations is
recorded. Trains i
IThird street is being constructed of week's severe illness, aggravated by
outlook for peace was never brighter from the encampment. The routine erson streets.
are
again
running
thcough Lake
D. W. Sperry and wife to W. R. brick. The fire department was han- icontinued feebleness which has an'2his statement is made •ith a full work war., however, gone through
Providence, La., no case, of suspicdicapped
and
neyed
Huddlest
put
her
to
on,
a
for
for
great
a
year
of
$225,
peoperty in the
deal
or more. The
knosskdge that the intricacies of Rue- with.
trouble early yesterday morning in final summons came calmly and as if ious fever being discoverable there
Today though the company and ba- courtly.
loan diplomacy may break the negoor in the vicinity. Lafayette,•La., has
, the fire at 1313 South Fifth in sweet sleep her soul took its flight.
R. 'G. Terrell and others to W. L.
tiations at any moment. but it is also tallion drills will not take place, the
rescinded its previode action and will
Mrs. Williamson was born in Vermode on absolute knowledge that M. usual (frees; parade will occur at 5 Young, for $50o. property in the street.
recognize detention and health cerusing;nril
The
Fountain
experimen
lion
tal
Pah
county,
work
IlIL,
addition.
of
April
3, 1836. Her tificates
%Vete is here to make peace if he can o'clock. This will no doubt draw
and receive freight in disinR. G. Terrell and others to Jennie oil on streets will continue until the maiden name was Elizabeth Brownmake it in, terms to suit himself. The many to the grounds during the evenfected cars. Calcascu parish will perboard
field,
public
Young,
of
she
works
being
a
for
are
satisfied
$5oo.
daughter
property in the
of Isaac
czar has placed 'Tull powers in his ing.
that it
and Katherine Brewnfield, both of mit travel between points in that parprove a SUCCSS.
There will he no services at the Fountain Park addition.
'hands. Everything depends on Witte.
whom long since passed away. When ish, except Bon Ami; and will take
•
If he ,says peace it will he peace. If camp today the regiment being withbut a babe Mrs. Williamson moved dieinfected freight from New Orleans,
out a chaplain. An invitation to most
Rushing the Construction.
be sash war the war will continue.
Suits on Account, Etc.
Pointe Coupee, which at first refused
The
any
Hardy Buggy Company has a with her parents to Ohio, and she re- to handle
of the ministers of theneity would
ipThis man Sergius Witte, the pleniThe Estey Company, piano manugoods from New Oeleans.
111
potentiary from Russia, is here with have filled this vacancy, but this fact facturers, yesterday filed suit in Iiih- large force of liandn at work on the ceived a finished education in a Cin- has submitted to education
and will
• ate
cinnati
new
college.
factory
seems
There,
to
at Ninth and Harrison
too, after a
have not occurred to those Cracken circuit court against Henry
full powers as were ever granted
abide
regulatio
by
the
state
ns
the
of
an ambassador on such a mission. His in control of the 'camp.
Steed and Elizabeth Duncan, admin- streets. One building is almost com- several years' courtship, she was unit- board of health.
ed
in
marriage
pleted
June
and
Several
4,
the
1856,
old pants factory buildto Capt.
tardy members of the com- istrators of L. B. Duncan, for $30e
word wi4 be law. tBefore he left
However, the attempt to open a deRussia that was understood. He panies have come in the past few days alleged to be due for a piano bought ing is being rapidity overhauled and Williamson, and the couple took up tention camp at Fontainblean, Miss.,
their
residence
gotten
Jefferson
in
in
to
join
readiness for the installathe encampment and save by the deceased while he was a piano
county, Ky.
came here to make peace. Unless
e
the home then of Mr. Williamson, has been abandoned, and the federal
tion* of machinery.
there is a financial or an internal sit- being court martialed. These will dealer.
doctors and workmen have left there.
The work to get ready for the bus- but soon, in 1857, they removed to
uation thet demands a change from hardly escape some punishment later
A suit was filed in quarterly court
A camp near New Orleans may ultithe progteinme he has ih mind he will
by the Rhodes-Burford Company, iness proper to begin will require Paducah to live, and this city has mately be located, but 'up to the pressince
been
heave
expense
their
home.
The
Thirty
and
next
considerable
years
review of the troops by against Mrs. Mabel DeBoe, for an alsnake peace,
effort to open up Mississippi
work. Mr. Hardy, the manager and of the 'happy married life of Mr. and •ent the
Governor Beckham will be on August leged balance on account of
Where Witte's Power Vas.
$logo.
to people from New Orleans has
Mrs.
Williams
organizer
23,
on
stated
were
when
,
spent
yesterday
the
in the
First regiment composed The .petition asks flea a specific athe would
M. Witte by the syatSm of foreign
failed.
have everything ready to turn out house where she died.
loans ha negotiated, holds Russian of Louisville men will be inspected. tachment on property.
Dr. White issued another appeal toWilliams
Mrs.
new
buggies
on
The
was
a
by
governor
lady
October 1st.
of the
will remain in Paducah
credit in the palm orisie hand. That
An appeal was filed to quarterly
day
to physicians to report suspicold school. She in 1858 became a
is the rcayon his first telegram after five days inspecting the Third regi- coert,i11 the case of C. F. Blanke Tea
ious and actual cases promptly.
member
ment
of
the
Christian
on
The
U.
August
Memorial
V.
C.
Monument.
church and
receiving the peace tern* from the
28.
and Coffee Company, against Ed EaloThe United Confederate Veterans lived a consistent Christian all her
The Otego tribe of Red Men of Pa- er. The Nse was for an alleged
Japanese was to the Rothschild, in
debt
Disappointed Travelers.
Parit. and his 'erotic$ to a banking ducah will give a smoker this af- of $18.35, and was decided in a mag- will meet Tuesday evening in the city dare Hers was a sweet and consciThere were sonic amusing scenes on
deauee in Antwerp. He provides the ternoon in honor of the visiting Ined istrate's court for the defendant, the halt and one important matter in par- entious life, and she practiced the
ticular is to come up before the board. precepts of the faith she held. She the boatt• going to Illinois yesterday.
money for the aristocracy of Russia, Men, who are members of the Ken: appeal being taken by the plaintiff.
The Confederate Veterans are desir- will not only be sadly missed in her All persone on reaching the shore
be peys the pennon to the nobility. tecky state guard. Another smoker
ous of erecting a confederate menu- home circle, where she was truly who were net supplied' with a health
Wittiont
Russia would have no will be given to the visitors on next
Yesterday's City Court.
meat here, either in honor of the soh the queen, but in the church and Certificate were refrained from getting
eltis. With him the ruling class in Friday.
In yesterday's police court Jesse
off the bolt. One of these persona
dies
or the -wives and daughters of among her wide list of friends.
R fa get what they alt demand,
Taylor, a negve boy, was fined $20
Other than 'her husband, Mrs. Wil- was Mr. George Edwards, the Third
the ex-confederates. The meeting is
money.
HOCH STILL SHORT OF FUNDS for trespase He was
among a crowd one of prime importance and Corn- liamson is survived by four sons and street saloonkeeper, who wanted to go
'Ile sent the Japanese terms to Rusof negroes who entered the waterSprings. He bad to retreat
Dixont
Inlander B. H. Scott and Adjutant J. two daughters, the.former being Mr.
sia. but it was not necessary. He sent Bluebeard May Not Be Able to Ap- melon patch of
Ed Eaker and de- V. Grief hereby make this call for Charles B. Williamson, Dr. Harry
to the Kentucky shore.
F.
'them for information only. Before
peal His Case.
stro)tind most of the vines.
wareem
Williamson, John E. Williamson, Jr.,
U. C. V's. to be preterit.
he came to the United States he knew
- Mitch Caldwell and Kelly Jackson all
PARLIA
ENGLIS
QUITS.
MENT
H
and
Williamo
Fred
Paduon,
all
of
Chicago. Aug. 12.—"Bluebeard" Jo- were fined $1.00
what he was to do. He htopped in
and costs each for
London., Aug. 12.—Parliament adMURDERED SONS FOR $100. cah, and the latter, Mrs. Kittle Willis,
Pars and saw the Rothschilds. He hann Hoch',case way not be appealed breach
of the peace.
journed
today after one of the most
of
the
city,
and
Mks.
James
Baldand
H.
his second reprieve may have
went, to leading financiers in this
Joe Isunderman, for a breach of the
uneventful session's of recent years,
Atrocious Crime That Is Charged to a win, of Smithland.
country. He is in touch with the been in vain. 'Some requisite to pay peace, was fined $5o.
Joe got gay FriNo thought 'has been given to the also as far as securing results is conMichigan Mother.
money centers of the world. He for the printing rod abstracts and briefs day and
,
gave his father and mother
time for the funeral. This will occur cerned. It irs said the closing session
Insnaer that Russia can get all the required by the rules of the Illinois a severe assaulting.
e
Detroit, Mich., Aug. I2.—A Paurnal Monday forenoon, but no sooner. is the last one at which Premier Balmoney she neede—and Ruesia needs supreme come is stated today to be
special irom Grayling, Mich., says When the services do occur they will four will direct legislation in the capamoney forever—for peace and can get still short. The Soo said to have been
A
Hung
Jury.
raised
Mrs. Nomi Aldrich, of Frederick, a be from the family residence, which city of premier.
no money for wen • •
by subscription in St. Loins is
•
In the suit of C'. C. Lee against H. little town north of here,
was arrested is, at soe North Sixth street. Servreported to have been returned to the
Plan of Procedure.
M. Cunningham, on a $20 due bill in last night and
DEATHS FROM HEAT.
is in the county jail ices will be conducted by Rev. W. H.
M. Witte's, plan of procedure rnoy doctors.
a trial yesterday before Justice Sheen, here charged
Chicago,
Aug. I2.—Four people
with the murder of her Pinkerton, of the First Christian
he set down as this: He will conr
died in Chicago yesterday as a result
the jury failed to agree.
.,
/
r
;
two
little
boys,
burial
Oak
in
will
aged
be
and
church,
the
ten
twelve
and
cede several of the Japanese demands,
Crushed Beneath Rocks.
of the heati and twenty-three others
•
years. The theory is that the little Grove cemetery.
but will fog,the atmosphere on seewere prostrated. The mercury did
. Forest Fires in Idaho.
boys
were
murdered
1
to
obtain
$5o life
Aral *there'Ile will make . a loud
Walliesbarre, Pa., Aug. 12.—A fall
not rise above ninety on the street
insurance that was carried on the life
outcry and hope to get Japanese con- of rock in the Trushale colliery. near
To Meet Thursday Night.
keel, but the high humidity made the
.WIallece, Idaho, Aug. 12.—Forest of each.
cession.. Hi, Joniest eincry will he Nantoche, thie morning, crushed out neat
The building eommittee for the new day exceedidgly uncomfortable.
burning in several places beconcerning Sakhalin Island and the the lives of three men and' fatally in- ten Slate
building
that is. to be erected by the
•'MIMI
creek and St. Joe, the
WANTED TO WHIP WOMAN local lodge of Elks will meet in reguhidemnity. Ile will end by giving jured another. The men were work- smoke rolling
Killed by Engine's Explosion.
in huge volumes over
Japan about what she wants so far as ing the night shift and had almost
session*Monday night in the anteIndianapolis, Ind., Aug. 12.—Mane, and in Eastern Idaho and And is Now in the City Lock-up Cool- lar
Sakhalin Island and a few hundred of finished their labors when the fall W ern
room
of the lodge room at which ley J. Lamb, of this city, was killed
Montana.
ing. Down,
time the final arrangementis will cer- by the explosion of a C., H. and D.
milliotis'efhtltifleina ire concerned.
occurred. Those killed were covered
te Land Inspector Munson estitainly be completed for the advertis- freight engine, on which he was fire.
The Ressians stated several times with a mese of rock and it will be mate, that
5,000 acres have been de- 'Levy Trice, a dusky sport from
ing for the bids for the erection of the man, at Barnard. Tad., today. The
during the day that they are willing sometime before the bodies are restroyed in Idaho this year by forest Feenchtown, walked in the narrow
ibrilding. It is expectted that the bids engineer, C. W. Barnes, (if Decatur.
to make public the exatt terms on covered.
fire,. ,
path as long as he could and crossed:will be advertised Tuesday. h
and Brakeman knowles were injured.
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SUPPORTS THEORY

Good Results In Method of
Fighting Yellow Fever

ANOTHER DEATH

are

a ik
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Ube Week in Social Circles.

nor's dance ,•bE Friday evening was the 1865, a young
Virginia soldier, about
military dance given 'last evening at 17 or 18 years
of age (and I want you
the Wallace Park pavilion by the sig- to understand
that every boy in Vir-nal corps of the encampment, Like ginia from
13 to 14 years of -age upgover
the
nor's
dance the attendance ward was carrying arras
The Charming Women.
out is the rainy day attachment to her
at the time),
was large, and most conspicuous; be- was instructed
It is impossible to define charm as petticoat.
by this commander,
cause
of
the many beautiful ladies who was Col. John
Jove. It is the result of an indefinable
It should be an extremely circular
S. Mosby, to
combination of tact and amiability. flounce, lined and heavily Sitritched and present and the striking costuming of cross the Potomac to a certain postthe
hosts
and the other soldiery as- office in Mbryland and
Vanity, perhaps, just a little. For fitted with a soft featherbone in the
bring to hint
vanity, the desire to look one's best, edge. Pongee makes an excellent ma- sistants.
the mail. He wanted it for the mili***
the right of every woman. The de- terial for both upper part and extra
tary information he could get out of
CONSULT THIS COMPANY. NO REA
sire to please is really amiability, a flounce for a skirt of this kind with a A Skiff, Boating Party.
it.
L ESTATE TRANSACTION
Last Wetinses-day evening a most entrait that we like to think is feminine.' beruffied taffeta ti.ounce for other oc"This young man was in his full OF ANY KIND TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL TO BE HAN
DLED
THF
Some of the most charming women casions. A material with silk mixed joyable ride on the water in skiffs, Confederate uniform, and, with a IN OUR PLACE. WE HAVE A THOROUGH EQUIPMEN
T;
EXPER
ttas
T
taken
INFORMATION AND PROMPT SERVICE.
by a party of ladies and comrade or two, proce
have not been the recipients of rut- with a lititle wool is also good on aceded to exeEITHER CALL,
tote's blessings. Lacking beauty, they count of its absorbing the water with- gentlemen. The ride was upon the la- cute the order. He arrived at the TELEPHONE, WIRE OR WRITE
belle
Ohio
and
lasted for several hours postoffice, and the inconvenie
have been compelled to hold their out seemin to convey it to the stock
nt postThose in the party were: Miss Mar- master showed fight.
places in the world's esteem by their ings and
e•tops. Itlohairs, horn
He killed him.
Thre
tha
Davis
Miss
,
Drusie Hand, Miss He got the mail and brought it and
gentleness and graciousness of man- and wool axtures, and even cotto
n
rer. At first sight they may not be and wool ixtares, -with slightly wiry Frames Wallace, Miss Belle Cave, Mr delivered it to his commander. A
B,
MECHANICS' AND FARMERS'SAVI
Frank Davis, Mr. Morton Hand, Mr. short time after
charming to men, but when they are quality, e all good for this kind
NGS BANK—REAL ESTATE
wards lie was capof a Robert Walla
•
A
ce, Mr. Ed Bringhurst tured. Heli was taken to the city
once known and appreciated for their flounce, which is lined and stitched
DEPARTMENT
of
on
intrinsic worth then it is that discern- the plan of the old-fashioned "quilt and Mr. Ed Paxton.
Washi
ngton
.
He
was
court
-martialed
"
•••
ing eyes discover the charm that lies petticoat; It is attached to the
and condem'ned to be shot for murtop of Dinner Enter
tainm
bidden within them.
ent.
der.
the petticoat by small buttons and but
Friday evening Mr. and MTS. W. F. "At that stage of
The girl with laughter in her eyes, tonholes.
the prOceediugs
Minnich entertained with a 7 o'clock his father and mothe
a pleasant smile for everybody, of
AP**
r, svhom I losew
dinner at their 'home on West Jeffer- well---and there were
kind words and gentle deeds, will be
no more reLawn Parties.
son street, in honor of Lientenant spectable and reputable
much more charming though far less
people in VirSome of the evenings of the past Beckham,
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days, occurred TIturstlay night of'
la..t week at his home in this city.
Moyers had been a sufferer from
consumption for many years.
Mionday at noon Messrs. Davis and
Gregory arrived here from Hickman,
prospecting with a view of establishing a newspaper, and before night
they had bought property, paid for
same and got a deed. It is expected
that the first copy of the new paver
.NSACTION
will be issued the 18th.
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THREE PERSONS SHOT,
The barbecue at Bardwell Satur- THE INJURED CHILD
RENT; EXHER CALL,
ONE FATALLY SO. day under the auspices of the business
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men was one of the greatest occasions that our city has ever witnessed. A more propitious day could
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PEATHS AND MARRIAGES
FORMER A MAN
AND_OTTIER VICINITY NEWS.
(Mayfield .M)essenger, Tula)
AND LATTER A WOMAN.
Mrs. James Cash died at her home,
near Fancy Farm Wednesday, Aug.
yth, of consumption, at the age of 22
(Bardwell News, itth.)
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)o
in the operating chair abou ream tree, with life extinct, a pocket handas G. A Barber, of Cleveland, 0. He and
her husband was'able to fan her 6er:chief around his neck tied to the
Highest price paid for second-hand
is a scissors and saw sharpener by v hale she
breathed her last.
tree. He went to the field in the aftprofession.
V. PRES.
ernoon after telling 'his wife that his
(Mayfield Monitor, math.)
work would delay his returning until
FOUL PLAY SUSPECTED.
Brack Sullivan brought in the first late. The hours passed by and he
es. Pays 4
load of ,go5 crop' of tobacco. Mr.
Man Found Dead on Railroad Track Taylor Fields was the purchaser .at failed to arrive, and his wife informed
es in fire
the neighbors and a search was made, Buy anything and sell everything
in Edge of Town.
$3.35.
they finding the dead man at to
your OWII
Bob McNeil, aged 1 years, of near o'clock in the night. lie was found 118-220 Court at. Old phone 1316
(Clinton (Ky.) Twice-a-Week, Mit)
waa declared insane in Judge
) ‘Vedneisday morning a little past 7 Webbs court taiday morning and ahnost a mile from his home, and
had evidently been dead for several
o'clock the section crew found a dead carried to Hopkinsville.
hours. The case is plainly one of prenun on the I. C. railroad track south
of
meditated suicide, as is evidenced by
town,
about
of
300 yards north of the
Bloodless, Painless Surgery.
telling his wife that he would not reMoving wagon in connection.
overhead bridge.
turn until late.
Esq. Jordan held an inquest and
(Leslie's Monthly.)
No cease is known that can be atthe jury decided in effect that the
Modern surgery is not only painless tributed to his action, as he was well W. Mike Oliveira
Creo. W. Oliver. MDUCAH REAL ESTP
• a: new.
WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EASY
thrown
a
from
man was killed or
and germless, it is also bloodless. A surrounded with this world's goods,
Benton, Ky.
Paducah, Ky.
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
freight train sometime Tuesday night patient,
can be opened and his stomach and his home was a happy ane, and
Thee B. McGregory,
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PR.I
or early Wednesday morning. It ,WIts taken
LIST
out, and yet hardly lose more he seemed to enjoy being there with
Benton, Ky.
very evident that the train did not run
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.
CE
blood than if he had accidentally cut hie family. .
over him and kill him. His left erm a finger. The
location of the large
EDG a Lt W. WRITTEMOR.K.. Pschsoulla.
rates la
was broken between the elbow and veins and
arteries is well known, and
Into
Jumped
a
Pond.
his
shoulder, and 'there was a gash on
the surgeon avoid.' the-m in making inAnother suicide is reported from
'
head, also a fracture of the skull. cisions. The
email toes, as soon as Metropolis, to make up the usual
The body was buried by the railroad severed, are clamped
shut by forceps routine of business along that line.
compa ny.
!ntucky:
rode for this purpose, and the surgeon Mrs.
Anna Rupcke, who was eviffewn A %
22
or
The man looked, to be 2T
is rleitther bothered by blood nor the
dently unbalanced in mild proclivi- OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
years old, and was 5 feet, ci inches patient weakened
from it, loss. .If, ties, Friday jumped into a pond near
high. He was very wells dressed in when the forceps
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
are removed, to per her home and ,drowned. She got up
new clothes, except the coat which mit the dr sing
of the wound, blood as usual and got brealefast, and no
Room
fie Fraternity Building.
was of broadcloth and rather worn; starts from any of
the vessels, they reason is assigned for her suicide. New Phone 14.
Old Phone 303.
pants of black clay worsted, good are tied up with
catgut. Ti, case of She was no years of age, and the
only
had
black hat, No. 5 shoes. He
amputation the blood is pressed out
mother of John Rupcke.
41 cents in his pocket and there was of the limb and a band
I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
is plaoed
nothing on his person by which to around the
limb above the point of op_1_1
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
,
identify him.
Almost Cut to Pieces.
eration, which shuts elf all circulation.
)nroe
OSTEOPATH
IC
After a large slice of flesh had been
PHYSICIAN .
After the amputation has been made,
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
. arms badly
' (Bardwell News, 11th.)
'nes iij
the ends of the Ana and arteries are cut from his baak and
Phone
196.
aco%
Broadway,
Clinton
Sunday
A negro at
died
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first clam
located and-tied up—and an operation, bruised, Henry Bacon, a negro, was
PADUCAH, KY,
from the effects of hair tonic, which once as bloody
as battle, has been corn rescued from under a log carriage
he stole from a barber shop and drank pleted,
Dry Hot Air Baths given when inpeOaps-, without a single red at the Veneering mills yesterday. Ile
for its intoxicating effects.
blot on the white aprons of surgeons accidentally fell under the carriage dicated.
and his escape from a horrible death P
Joseph Peebles, an old and highly and assistants.
respected citizen, died at his home
was miraculous. He is now sufferseveral miles east of Bardwell a few OVERPOWER
ing severe pains.
ED
days ago. His death was very sudTHE ASSASSIN.
eden.
Compliment Gone Wrong.
Miss Mlary Kilgore and Richard Attempt on the Life
OFFICE Tx) NORTH FIFTH
.4
of Argentine's
Valandingham, two populet yceing
President Was Frustrated,
TELEPHONES
(Detroit Tribune.)
people of our vicinity, eloped to UnMuggins
introduced
had
been
just
ion City, Tenn., Saturday afternoon
Washington, Aug. 12.—Minister
Residence 296
Office 255
and were married.
Beaupre, at Buenos Ayres, cables the to a bride of six weeks at a social
gatherihg
TO USE THE NEW PHONE WHEN TELEPHONING TO
ne 726
after
remark
and
a
about
Rev. McCaw, who was some time State Department today that
THE
a la- the weather
CAMP.
he said gallantly:
ago tenelared the nomination for rep- borer named Blanas Vicello
ALBEN
W.
itme
BARKLEY,
attempt"And have I really the pleasure of
resentative by the socialists, popu- ed to assassinate President
Manuel meeting the
beautiful Mrs. Smythe
lists, etc., of Ballard and Carlisle Quintana yesterday afternoon
Attorney-at-Law,
as the whose
praises are being sounded by
countiee has accepted the honor,
president's carriage was passing ReitWE HAVE MADE SPECIAL A RRANGEMENTS TO
At the home of his father, T. T. ro perk. The assailant rustled from ,everybody?"
Room No. 5, Columbia Building
HANDLE
ALL
CAMP CALLS PROMPTLY.
"Oh.
no.
tfugiaine,"
Mr.
the lady
Morgan, on Elm street yesterday behind a montnnent with a
revolver in replied.
"The beautiful Mrs. Smythe
morning, John Morgan answered the his' hand, but the president's
aide-definal. summons. John ibad been a suf- camp threw himself from the carri- to whom you refer is the wife of my
ferer for a long time. •
age upon the aaaailant, overpowered husband's cousin."
"Ate I see," replied lifuggins. "I
The death of Will TJ. Moyers, him and prevented him
from shoot- thought
.11.1113
there must he a mistake some
which
been
had
expected
for several
;e1696
ing.
Phone, 136-red. _
where,"
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en out of office and perhaps out of
the state in very short order. Let
Kentucky and Tennessee vie with each
other in a race to see who can have
the best and quickest pol:.: -al cleansing of the state houses. Personally
we long to see such a day come for
we are a Tennesseean by birth and a
Kentuckian by adoption, and no mattee which state may outstrip the other, we will have a goad cause fr
genuine rejoicing.

-terson, of Memphis, who announced
his candidacy for the office yesterday.
Mr. Patterson is now ending his third
term as a member of the national
house, and has to his credit a fine
record. He is one of the leading citiRAILROAD
COMMISSIONERS
zens of Tennessee, and capable to
SETTLE A DEFERRED AND
make the state a most creditable chief
VEXED QUESTION.
excutive. That he will be a formidable contestant for the office he seeks Col. Ferguson Home, but Is Soon to
Leave to Attend a National
goes without the saying.
Gathering.

FIXED THE RATE

THE "

RACK[T STORE
Bargains
In Moos' Goods.

Admiral Clark and the Oregon.

RailroadoCononissioner McD. Ferguson returned yesterday from Louisville and other points in the state. The
(Louisville Courier-Journal.)
President Roosevelt's speech to the
state
The
tetire
railroad commissioners have
ment
lei
Rear
Admira
l
miners of Wilkesbarre, Pa., last
Charles E. Clark remove, from.active been in session, this week and several
Thursday was a discussion of individ- service. a veteia
n of two wars. Bus' important matters were attended to.
ual 'duties and responsibilities in the notable as were his exploits in battle, One matter which has been
Chief Paducalh.
before the
struggle for life rather than a contri- and plucky as he was in'face of every board for some time was finally sesPUBLISHED BY THE
bution to the literasur'e of a great danger, the American people will re- tied. This was in regard to the eta;
member him morse affectionataely as rate on the 0. 8t N. railroad, a
REGISTER NEWSPAPER CO, economic problem, as the
Lexington comma
nder of'the battleship Oregon branch of the L. & N. railroad which
(Incorporated)
Herald says, adding, "The president during our war
with Spain. They now runs through Russellville, Adairville
Regist
Buildi
er
ng, 523 Broadway.
At
very skijlfully evades the broad ques- and for a long while will continue to and intermediate points. A final deTHIS IS THE TIME OF THE YEAR WHEN MANY
BARGAINS
ticrrs involved in the struggle between take delight in recalling the thrilling cision was reached on the coal rate on CAN BE FOUlorlD IN OUR MEN'S DEPARTMENT—WE ARE REJAMES E. WILHELM, President
es pital and labor, and confines him- and magnificent voyage of the Oregon this branch line and a 25 per cent, re- DUCING IT RIGHT ALONG AND MAKING
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
ROOM
FOR
FALL
at the outbreak of hostilities. The bat- duction from she pre-ent rate was WEAR, AND THE ONLY WAY TO DO IT THOROUGHLY IS
TO
ReBERT S. WILHELM. Secretary. self to very corermotiplace preach%
CUT THE PRICES.
tleship was on the Pacific coast. Capt. made.
nsents on temperance and the personal Clark was
The commissitn discussed the matordered to speed to the AtErrtered at the postoffice of Padu- relations of
the wage earner as such lantic, and speed he did. Turning the ter of 'having a freight depot built at
cah. KY., as second-class mail matter.
REDUCED TO 8 z-3c PAIR.
Oregon's nose southward, he hurried Ashland. A ssolement was made by
and as a citizen.
which
down
the
railtoa
the-coa
d company agrees to
st, cruised along the west
fal/sc GRANITE ROSE REDUC"What the president had to say ennTerms to Subscribers.
ern shores of South America, rounded erect a depot, the ground having alED
TO 8 I-3c PAIR.
cernin
g
Cae Year
self-re
spect,
self-restraint and Cape Horn, and
$5.00
ONE SPECIAL GOOD THING
• starred northyd. ready been purchased on which to
Vit Months
2.50 self-reliance, respect for the rights Thirt
build
it.
IN
een thousand miles wasTHIS
CUT
IS
MEN'S
istTheta! Months
......
1.25 of
Mr. Ferguson will leave Monda ELASTIC
otters, and temperance, was afire. At this time the wheriabouts
•
SEAM
y
DRAW
ERS
Ont Week
10 scarcel
y more than the commonplace o; the Spanish fleet was not known, night for Deadwood, South Dakota. AT 39c PER
PAIR. THESE
to
attend
hut
the
it
was
nationa
belkved to be sornesvbere
l convention of
Anyone failing to receive this paper platitudes which many less eminent
in Mantic waters dangerously close railrnad commissioners, lie will be ARE SPLENDID VALUES AND
IN OUR LINE OF MEN'S NECKregularly should report the matter to orators might have pronounced with
to the American coast. As the 'Ore- gone about one week. This meeting WILL PROBABLY BE WORTH
The Register office at once.
WEAR
Tele- equal force.
CAN BE FOUND ALL
will
have many important national af- fsTORE NEXT SEASON
gon raced up toward home. she was
THAN
phone Cumberland 318..
THE VERY BEST THINGS. OUR
"The value of some utterances is in- thought to be in grave peril of an at- fairs pertaining so railroads brought THEY ARE
NOW. YOU HAVE
trinsic, depending upon what is said, tack from the assembled ships of the before them. •
ABOUT TWO MONTHS LONGER arse FOUR-IN-HAND TIES CANrather than from she -source from enemy. So the people watched her
TO WEAR SUMMER UNDER- NOT BE BEAT—THEY HAVE
with uneasiness in their hears); and
which they come. Others depend words
ALL THE BEST COLORS AND
WEAR.
of hope on their lips. It was a
wholly for their influence upon the in- time of suspense
STYL
ES THAT GO TO MAKE
for all concerned.
A SPLENDID UNDERWEAR IN
dividua4 or the circumstances, which Particularly great must have been the
DESIRABLE NECKWEAR.
VERY ELASTIC BALBRIGGAN
suspense of Capt. Clark. upon whom
produce them.
BLACK MIDGET STRING TIES,
AT soc SUIT.
Sunday Morning, Aug. 13, 1905.
lay the resporntibility of failure or suc"The value and interest of Mr.
a
FOR ,ascr
cess,.
TWO-THIRDS OF THEM WILL
Roosevelt's address to the miners lies
There was praise for the captain and
WASH STRING TIES AT fon
BE RUNNING BY MONchiefly in the fact that the chief execu- cheers for the ship when,
Tennessee and Kentucky.
DAY NIGHT.
at lac, the
AND Ise DOZEN.
The <kmoctstic state machine in tive of the nation has given his em- Oregon took her place in the squadron
of Sampson. And later on came
More One District Without Trustees UnTennessee is bumping, into trouble. phatic endorsement tr; ideas and prin- praise
MEWS FINELY KNIT FANCY
and more cheers when the good
der Somewhat Unusual Circum
ciples,
which, from any other source,
- • HOSE IN BLAC
Congressman. Patterson, of Memphis.
ship played so glorious a part in
K WITH NEAT
Stain es.
the
the dietinguished son of Col. Josiah would be regarded as entirely cons- battle with Cervera.
FIGURES OF BLUE, GREEN, RED
Rear Admiral Clark may retire from
Monday Supt. Ragsdale expects to AND WHITE AT ice
Patterson, enters the gubernatorial monplace.
PAIR. THIS
ANY STYLE IN MEN'S LINEN
"This speech, in tiller words, is an- the navy, but neither he nor the Ore- have about a dozen more of the
race and it is. said that he is a fighter
coun- IS A SPECIAL OFFERING OF
gon can retire from the memory of a ty schools in running
other evidence of the fact that
COLL
ARS toe EACH. YOU CAN
order,•itwelling DESI
from way back. taeterson has never
Mr. grateful nation.
RABLE HOSIERY.
the number to nearly two-th
FIND ANY STYLE THAT IS
Roosevek, more than any other
irds
of
jiuballied himself with the state ring that
the whole number. He expect
MEN'S fa1,4 BLUE LACE HOSE MADE.
s to
Le speaker of the day, has
CHURCH ANNOUNCEMENTS.
succeeded
has been entrenching itself in tbe Volhave al; the schools open by the
first
of/
September, though the time of
unteer state ever since the election in making himself effective even with
beSome Mentions Not Included in Reg- ginning the schools
platitu
des."
is largely with
was stolen for Peter Turney, and for
ular Column Yesterday.
the respective district trustee
The president's speech at
s.
a man like Patterson to enter the ring
ChautauSchool district number six is withqua the following day was
a much
means that the people of that stator
Rev. T. E. Richie, of Princeton, out a set of trustees,,
and prospects
are detrianding as new deal. In fact stronger address and one marked for will fill his pulpit at the East Rapsisti look very gloomy for the distric
t to
have any for some time. Ali the
the Jacrten Whig in commensing on words and not platitudes. After read- church this morning.
foring the swo spe•ecties it seems
mer tru-stees resigned because
Patterson's candidacy says: "The
hard to
they
The official board of the Broadway did not wish to
levy a tax on ttie dispolitical machine in Tennessee is be- conclude they were both from the M. E. church will meet Monda
y even- trict to pay off a claim of $5oo against
same mind.
ing tat 8 o'clock at the church.
coming cri)noxious. There is a wideths district in favor of Mr,
Adam
Temple. The money was loaned to
spread sentiment for a new deal all
The wisdom of Engineer
Wallace
The Women's Missionary Society the district
by Mr. Temple several
in
around." The AN'hig further adds.
resigning the chief engineership
of of the Broadway M. E. church will years ago, and not a cent has
ever
"The people will not lenge; stand for the Panama canal becomes daily
more meet Monday afternoon at 4 o'clock been paid on it. As soon as new
at
the church.
railroad lobbyists and corporation at- and MA7C apparent. The health
teustees are selected and qualified
contorney in publicAoffice. They want ditions in and about the
they wi:1 have to levy a tax, as M.
canal must
Christian Science fierViCeS Sunday at Temple has a judgment agains
and will have ‘alm'aihe) can be trust- be, from all reports, even
t the
those per- 10:30 a. m. Subject. "Mind." Testi- district.
mitted to come out through the
re- monial !fleeting Wedniseday at 8 p. m.
The Kentucky Western College at
It seemithhat Tennessee is keeping ports made to the depart
ments at Everybody cordially invited. Hall 527 Lone Oak. will open up the school on
pace with her sister Kentucky. Both Washington, most frightful. There Broadway.
the first Monday in September. Prof.
J. S. Ragsdale is the principal.
states have a stolen governorship are all other kinds of fevers,
as well
Rev. E. H. Cunningham will preach
The school house in district numcharged up to the democratic party. as yellow, there, and the
death rate at the Second Baptist church this fore ber five is expected
to be moved next
in both states the state house is filled among the u'natselimated or non
-im- noon and o night Rev. Lloyd Wilson, v•-eels. The contract has been let to
with a lot of grafters, and cheap poli- mune is very large. Aid yet
cf Louisville, is expected to preach Mr. Clay Bean, and
the latthe house will be
there, which is his former charge.
ticians who prostitute their offices est report, which is from
moved.one mile from its present locaAndrew M•
tion. The new location is on the Sect
.1)y, holding.%) any and everything out Leslie, who has been at work
right
Rev. W. W. Arrn-trong; potoi of road near the home of Mr.
Howard.
fit 'Which thVy can squeeze a dollar, in the canal as a superi
ntendent, for the Trimble street Methodist church, The district where
the house is to be
and in ore to f(410w such methods the past eight months
, and who is left the city last Friday to con- moved it number 53. Thew foto disit takes men who have no standing now in Washington,
is that with hard duct a meeting. Today his pulpit will tricts are the ones which had so much
he tilled by Broher Godfrey this trouble recently.
Whatever among respectable people and effective work by a good
force morning and by
Rev. Mr. Hkelen this
iftirthey only 'hold on by the aid • of the canal may be
built within five evening.
Among the Sick.
Atlaetion thieves and the manipulations years to eight years. It can
he reitCapt.
Wood, of the toitice force
Joe
•oi men who they buy and bribe with erated: Mr. Wallace knew
Rev. Mr. Newell, of the Broadwiti
what he
is on the sick list.
M.
E.
church
, goes to Jacloson, Tent14
the
of an office or the promise of Was doing when he tossed the
Frank Judge has an attack of fever.
chief Monday to
attend a meeting of the
one. Like Keertucky, the decent dem- engineership into the
Col. Bud Dale, of the Richmond
laps of the pres- Methodist church board
of educa- house, is able to be up from his ret•
ocrats of rTennessee are becoming ident and secretary of
war with tion, of which he is chairman. He will
cent illness
arotr4d to action and lining up for a thanks. His maligners
will yet eve be absent several days. Nfr. Newet!
John Grief, of 534 Jackson street,
fight oti -the forces of graft! and cor- him credit for his wisdom
iwill ask the board to take interest i
.
is ill of chills and fever.
the
efforts being made to secure f
Aption.' Al! that it needed in either
Mr. R. A. Hines, of the Palmer
Japan has Russia's reply to her de- Paducah the proposed Methodist co Transfer Comsca
aftte is for a tient) man tri announce
ny, has returned
lege
which is to be located in iome
from Mticsachusetts, where he went
alndr take the lead, if so, thou- mands or terms of peace. It is under- Wester
n Kentucky town.
on the account of the illness of relasands will quickly rally to his support. snood that Rpssia says she will er-A
tives. Mr. L. S. Hines is critically
pay
the bill of war damages Japan pre
Nothing whileever aus bet done unless
Additional Personals.
ill of fever, and his daughter is also
sents;
that it is too large and must
some one assumes the leadership, and
dangerously ill of peritonitis.
Mr. Fred Rudy went to Louisville
just so long as• the grafters and he cut down. It is also said that the
this morning
thieves are given a free track just so Japs will demand full settlement of
A DARK LANTERN, by Robins.
Back..at Oyster Bay.
Mr. C
cC
itc.,
1lie, of Mare
is visthe
THE FUGITIVE BLACKSMITH, by Stewart.
bill, no curtailing or discounting 'ting i
long will they stay in office and tramOyster 'Ray. Aug. t2.,--PreOldent
ROSE OF 4THE WORLD, by the Castles.
Roosev
elt atrived home today 'from
ple up is the right-m.0 the people. But being thought of. What :another day
Mrs.
Eubanks left, last
t for
CflifNSTANCE TRESCOTT,
Mitaiell
Wilkes
hi:and
journe
barte
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y
n. Ind.4 nn a visit.
once let them see men announce as v•ill bring fr'Oh is not cline, bui the/Vising
'SANNA. by M. E. Wailer,
withou
Silo
wag
trip
The
t
tauqua
.
Mr.
Benner
will I
today
candidates whom they -cannot bluff. general attitude of U. Wttte, Rdisia's
PAM, py Von Hu ton.'
for Tidio
•
t begc1a month
, deal:
bulldoze or intimidate and they will chief envoy, leads one at least to cal- eir
business anti pleasure.
begin to snistkhack info private life. culate if not to conclude that lw
Mr. Zeb A. Stewart, of Murray. arA HAIRBREADTH ESCAPE.
Golconda" 111., Aug. 12.-A miracu- HUNDREDS
We speak *Vire card far in this very means to pay up in full if he can get rived in the city last night. EH* is the
OF °THEIR GOOD BOOKS AT REDUCED PRICE
S.
end of Kentucky we have seen it dem- no reduction; that he came to the con democratic nominee for representative lous escape from death by lightning NOW DON'T YOU FORGET IT-. IF YOU HEAR
A PIECE OF MU.
if
Tansill
report
Callow
miles
from
five
.
is
ed
ay
county
one
of that
and is
n
.pstrated. Cheap shysters. in polities ference to secure peace, and peace he
SIC THAT IS NEW AND GOOD WE HAVE IT IN STOCK.
county's most brilliant attorneys. He south of this place. During an electwie cowardw'at'heart; as long. as they wants and is going. tv; have. Today will
probably have no opposition in trical storm lightning *mph,.the
think they can win they 'howl and may bring a change in the outlook his rare.
C'romintes residence and pulping from
blow of their 'own greatness, but and this ma' be peace 4- a decision
the roof to the lower floor, struck
—F. R. Steele, of St. Louis, ha; the beadse.ead, on which the husNORTH THIRD STREET, Half Block
witen they:run up against men they to continue the war. Uncertainty
qfi Broadway.
been in the city conferring With local tuowl, wife and child werstAleeping.
I
r
take to the woods like the common marks the deals between the envoys.
business man regarding the estab- The headboard of the bed ,r.o. splits•
barroom brawler and bully as was
Gov. Cox, the present chief execu- 1;s/fitment of a pure milk concern to tored and scattered, rver the room,
demonstrated In this very city several tive of Tennessee,
but neither of the three was hart.
is not, as wat sell pasteurized and sterilized /Mao
years ago, F„,,wery scoundrel in office thought a few
days ago, to have a
—F. I:. Ronemus, grand ctlief carknows mire about his own misdeeds walkover for electio
n to the office he man, will be in the
city Mond* night
Nati
has this day leased
Mr. R. E. Jones
‘than any one else, and he is too much now tills by access
ion to the vacancy at the regidar meeting of the tmen. from Jos. L. Friedman the Pines Moil
o: a coward try stand fire, and when- created when Gov.
Frazier was electtry Farm, and from this (late, said
FOR YOUR DINNER.
f• dry.
ever a clean and honest man or men ed to the senate
—D
F.
'Coley
respon
,
aged's(
the
of
sible
yea
)
Jos.
Fried
not
man
is
L.
35e EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY. •
to succeed the late
city, and Annie Jones, aged twenty- for any purchases made by R. E.
go after the gang of-rafters in
Ken- Senator Bate. Crow. Cox is to be op- eight,
11:30 writ a P.M.
of Livingston county, Nvere,li- Jones.
Atto 120, 1905.
tucky and Tennessee they will be
driv- pcoed by Congressman M. R. Pat- censed to marry yesterday.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED 50e.
12:30 SO 11.
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St. Bernard Mining Co.,

et

Has REDUCED THE PRICE OF
COAL to:
NUT,
10c.
LUMP, 1 1c.
Now is the time to have your coal
house filled.
We have the best coal in the city.
City Office 123 South First Street.
BOTH PHONES.

J.T. Bishop, M'gr.

NEW BOOKS WORTH READING

Regular Price $1.50. Our Price $1.20
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IN SECOND PLACE

court 'hat has no juritcliction over in
lattliania or Illinois. A notice was
,erveti upon President Brown at Pa.
du ab Thursday, but the money
(lqoit inothe gua:antee fund is.
sSe hands and, where the Kentuck
court cannot reach it. The.leagoe is.
really hang a•good laugh on Billy
Hancock, he man who stultified himself at the league meeting held in
Cairo, September 26, 1904.

THE?. T. M. A.

friends, who are legion, say he will be
elected. Here is luck. Ernest has
been a traveling man for 20 years and
a democrat from infancy and deserves
recognition horn the public. Don't
forget to cast your vote for him in
the democratic primary Monday, Aug.
2f, 1905.
That very popular shoe salesman,
"Red" Warren, wa.i in for Governor's
Day.
S. G. (Si) Bryant is in the city taking a much needed rest, after a hard
season's work. Si will go to St. Louis
titrv
i dae.few days to look after house

Alessander system of telephones, same
*Ibeing lines, exchanges and poles in
1.•
the counties of Crittenden, Union,
Webster, Lyon and Livingston, in the
state of Kentuckf; and also the fol(Specially Reported.)
lowing extensions of lines, from the
The „Debuque Telegram
Herald
city of Paducah to the Marshall counslates in its issue of August 8th: "Best
ty line in Kentucky, and to Lone
carnival ever seen here. Big street
Oak, in McCracken county, and to
show given by Great Parker Cairviyal
Smithland, in Livingston county,
Company gives first performance.
Kentucky, including submarine caFirsti night a big Success. People well
COULDN'T OR WOULDN'T
It looks now as if Alice and Paduble across Terinessee river.
•satisfied with the character of the perAl-o tke following described real
HIT B1TTROLFF'S BALLS. cah will light for" the psitnant if Cairo formance." All newsp
apers in whatczn take one game away from the
estate with improvements thereon,
ever towrohe Greai Parker company
Cgar signs, as it,is alrnoat a dead cc's
situated in Paducah, Ky., on the east
has shown state that it is the best and
side of South Fifth street between
l'hukber of Interestiag Paragraphs on tairity that the Infanta will lose four fleaneatt in the country and has more
San) Skinner, the pants man, is at Broad
more to Vincennes as their daubers
way and Kentucky avenue, fornew up-to-date features than any oth- home having finish
We carry an extensive assorted his fall trip. Sam merly Court street, descri
the League's Future Frow Earnare away, down below their 'shoe
bed as feder 'rganization of bike character on expects to leave today
ment of most fragrant perfumes
for a pleasure 'low's:
strthgs.
the road today. Special attention is trip tooDenyer and
baker's Paper.
—both American and foreign—
other 'Western
‘Beginning at a point in the east
called to the Roman Coliseum where PoittA.
assortmenta which include the
In case Vincennes wins the chainline
of
Fifth
street,
one
hundred and
every act is a gem. The Paducah tray
G. F. Oticharian sold lote of meat seventy-three
newest and daintiest perfumes
ptonship of' the second half et the
feet and three inches
eling men should be congratulated on last week in Western Tenne
MEETING OF LEAGUE al
as, well as all the old favorite
ssee.
.e-asoli seven games will be played
Buck (173 ft. 3 in.) from the southeast
getting this company to give the car- and his little health certifi
odors. Prices always reasoncate came corner of Fifth and Broadway street
IN CAIRO TODAY. with Paducah, three at Vincennes, nival. Without any
s,
doubt it is the i-t Friday night.
able, never excessive.
.
ebree at Paducah and a seventh if
runni
nk
thence
at
right
angles
from
very best CAI the road and will be betDon't forget to boost the carnival.
necessary on neutral grounds to deFifth street and towards Fourth
ter tha never here before.
boys.
That
is
the
mos/
cide which city is entitled to the
mainest street, one hundred and seventy-two
How They Stand.
All railroads and steamboaris will thing.
championship for 1905 and the penfeet, thence soutbwardly towards
W. L. Pct.
Louis Cornillaud, one of Armour's Court
run excursions into Paducah Septemnant.
street, and at a right angle,
Vincennes
13 8 .619
ber 25th to 30th, 1905, at greatly re- hustlers, is at home to Spend Sunday. thirty
-one feet to the division line or
I'aducah
We
13 9 .591
wonder: What is /he matter at fence betwe
Dregoist
The salaries/paid players this year duced rates.
en said lot and the lot ocCairo
11 ft -500
Ripley?
G.
F.
Bucha
nan's
did
not
mothe
cupied by the public school building; /
cut
r,
such
Mrs.
an important figure
M.
Princeton
.......... 6 15 .416
Sixth
and
Broadway
L. A. Albritton
spending a few thence along said line and
as sbme try to make others believe. A. Buchanan, and sister-in-law, Mrs.
in a westdays at his beautiful home at 210,3
Dr.
R.
R.
Bucha
nan,
cities
The
wardl
both
Jefthat
y
of
St.
paid
(he
direct
Louis,
ion one hundred and
small salaries
TELEPHONE 63. '
Yesterday's Results.
are the ones 'that, went to the wall were in the city Friday. They were ferson Boulevard after a successful seventy-two feet to Fifth street
Cairo 2, Paducah)
,
season
with
the
Mayfield Cloth com- thence with the line
first. What is true of the Kitty league making a round trip on the steamer
of Fifth street'
Princeton-Vincennes, ram.
pany of St. Louis.
is also true of other leagues thic sea- Saltillo up the Tennessee river.
thirty-one feet to the beginning point,
t
4, son—the public have had a surfeit of
together with all the rights, title -and
"Billie" Helvey, icif typewriter fame,
Today
e:
!netball and need a rest.
appurtenances thereunto belonging
i• spending Sunday at Dawson Springs
Paducah at Cairo.
or in any way appertaining. Being the
They say Willie is a winner at the
Princeton at ‘lincennee. (Dpulate
,The following baseball news is from summer resorts and the ladies
same property conveyed to it by
arc alheader.)
J.
the Cairo Telegram:
W. Campbell and James Campbell
ways glad to find Isis fist on the regBY UNITED sTATEA
Notices were sent nut lest night ister.
SPECIAL by deed datedr the 4th day of July,
•
Couldn't Hit Bittrollf;
COMMISSIONER SEPT. tr.
callieg a meeting of the league • at
1902, and duly acknowledged and deJ. M .Clements, the sash and doir
Cairo, 111, •Aug..tacoMbe.
t 4
livered to the defendant company on
cos:114111 do !i?riwinj wish Rittrofff tee Cairo, Sunday, August 13. The meet- man, is into spend Sunday.
In the Circuit Court of the
the
called
for
17th
Unite
the
purpos
d
day
e of abQuite a lot of the boys are registerof July, 1902, and reday and lova torinability ea hit, Cairo's
States for the Western District
corded on the 28th day of July, 1902,
three errors came at a bad time and breviating the weaseat on Monday, Au- ing at the hotel;: P. T. M. C. Carnival,
Of Kentucky.
county conrt clerk's
assisted the. Inlalens ii getting their gnat i.e. and not disbanding the league Paducah, Sept. 25th to 30th. We want
office,
nee lenely NOW. Elnyd pRehtd a good as aeveral M the papers over the cir- all the boys tin register that' way; keep People's Bank
of Wilkesbarre, Pa.,
The terms and conditions of
game, but the hits on him were cuit have in. The organization of ttie tit. the good work.
this
Trustee, Complainant,
Kitty league will be maintained, as
sale are as follows, that is to
Our buttons will be here this week
bunched •-•
say:
vs.
will also membership in the Niational Ind will be mailed
Said sale to be conducted and
The seminary:
to all the boys. People's
Independent. Telephone made according
Association of professional leagues. In When you sell
to the rules and
any
remit proceeds at
-av,isea a or he
Company, Defendant.
addition the players of several of the once to S.
practice of and subject ,to confir
Paducah
Hecht
N.
treasu
,
rer,
maPadu2
1 teams will
Notice is hereby given that pursu- tion
14-rr_Ite•• 1
by this court, and to satisfy the
be 406111441 in full and re- cah, Ky.
Cairo ........ ............
. 2 5 3 served
ant to and by virtue of a decree
in. amounts due and to become due as
for next year. The guarantee
Donations to the Country Store and the above
Batteries: Lloyd -und Land; Bitsin
entitled cause, by the above. said decree
fond will be returned to the clubs American Village
provided for amounting
eon/ and Lemon. Umpire, Nubitz.
are coming in nice- entitled court, Han.
Walter Evans, to $252,625.00 with intere
a:ong with the pro rata Share of the ly. Don'n forget
i.
st from the
to write your blase Judge, dated July 3,
•
1905, 1, the un- ist day of July, 1905, at
•
Henderson forfeiture. It• is poseibie a nice letter on the
5 per cent!
subject.
a
dersig
ned,
Specia
l
Corndaissioner,
The purchaser or purchasers may
Boost the carnival.
Vineermrs. Ind.. Aug. 12.—Rain pre Paducah may continue playing nidewill
tell at public auction to the high- use and
apply in making payment of
Some definition's (From the T. P. A est and beet
_Iferteed the Princeton-Vincennea game eendent ba•eball to a later date. As
bidder, upon the terms the purchase
regard
s
the
prospe
cts
of
.Citinc
doing
i
price any of the outMagazine.)
A donblebrader will be playherein
after stated, at the county court standing
the same thing is a question " to be
bonds or over-due coupons,
Yarn: A commodity that all drum- house door,
ed tomorrow.
in
1.11cC
racken county, secured by said mortgage
determined by the averidance at the mer's carry as a side
in said deline. Very dur- state of Kentucky, in the
city of Pa- cree mentioned, in a manne
The two stars from the K. I. T. O,tir game(' beginning today with Pa- able; some drummers have been ducah, at noon
r and-to
on
the
tith day of the extent as in said decree
k-newn to use the **Me yarn for 20 Septe
league locked:horn., in Toledo Friday den:h. If the att
provided
mber, ices, the same being the and such
other judgment as the
, the years.
erleen Pratt, for Toledo, and Bonno, enough to justify a co
first
day
of
the
McCra
cken county court may hereinafter
Joe Kansas City, were the opposing team will ir0 on, otherwise the men
Good Joke: Anything that the head court, ae an
Vnake; providentirely and as one prop- ed, however, that
no original bid will
x artists. Pratt, as usual ,won his aifl be paid in full on Monday, either ci the house says when he isn't talk- erty, and not
in
separa
te
parcels, all be accepted at said sale
for less than
Ts. islet like strafirra candy from an handed their reserve notices or sent ing business.
and singular the property of the de- $75.000.00
and unless the purchaser
infant.
Berth: A place where you practice fendant,
.. Hete is i sample of what was en to the clubs that have purchased
slid
People
's
Indep
encknt shall, when the property is
their releues from Cairo.
ins (amnia.
atone:
struck
Telephone company, hereinafter more down
PROPRIETOR.
to him, at once pay And deliver
Hot
-box:
(See
berth.
)
r h e INTE
specifi
cally
descri
•
bed
and
all
the right, to said comeniseioner on
RSTATE
EXAMINATION.1
Toledo
Mileage: The part of a traveling tithe, interest
account of
R12 3
and equity of redemp- his purchase,
New York, Aug. I3.—Insurance saleSMads salary
the SUITT of $5,000.00 in
Kansas City
that
goes
to
the
rail tion of said People's Independen
.1 7 4 Commissioner R. E. Folk,
t a certified check, payable to John
of Tennes- roads becassee they get tio it first.
Struck nue—Illy Piate 5-, by Bonne,
A.
Telephone Co., in and to said prop- Puryea
see, announced today that an interr, clerk of said court. And the
Hotel: A place equipped wth all erty, descri
3
bed
as
follow
s,
towit:
suet examination of life Misname modern coneenknee
remainder of said purchase money
s.
Being all the property, real and shall, within
companies would commence on Oct- twenty days from the
Sampl
Room
e
:
A
place
where
sam- personal, and wheresoever situated,
Baseball Notes.
Let t. The New York Life Insurance ples. are displa
confirmation of said sale, or such
Rubber Stamps Made at Home
yed, or where cheap of said People's Independen
t Tele- further time as the court
company will be examined first. The whisky is sold.
Can be appreciated more than
allow
may
South will pitch today.
phone Co., being party of the first on
announcement was made after a conapplication of the purchaser for
Tip: A gratuity bestowed upon the part, whether
those
made elsewhere,
in posseseion, remain- good cause shown
we
ference between the insurance com- eaiter to enable
, complete the payhim to live. It save- der or reversion, or in action
are prepared to furnish all
NY losing yeeterday -the Iselin,
,
and
missioners of Kentucky. Minnesota. hie employer
ment
of
the
entire
amoun
t
of
the
purthe expense cf paymg now owned or hereafter
kinds of Rubber Stamps on
drop to secoaellrace. •
to be ac- chase money. Said specia
Wisconsin. Nehreska, Louisiana and him a salary
l cnmmis-,
.
short notice.
quired, all the telephones, telephone sioner
Tennessee and President John A. Mcwill then make, execute and
Letters: Complaint' by marl.
Princeton weak* to take (me of the
lines, telephone exchanges and sysCall, of the New York Life Insurance
deliver to said purchaser or purchas- RUBBER STAMPS,
Interview: Complaint, spqnkerr.
garnet' Irnm Nincietries teiday.
tems, now belonging to or hereafter
cempany.
PAID STAMPS,
ers a deed to said properties as in
Customer: An uncertain quantity.
to be acquired by said Telephone said
• 'Pet's has
decree
LINEN MARKERS,
provid
ed, the plaintiff
Home: Where the traveling man company ugder
been releaaed by Memphis
its present or any and the People's Indep
endent TeleI.on ace,\int of dull business caused by NEW BATTLESHIP LAUNCHED. hopes to spend his declining years. Art future corporate pOwe
BRASS STENCILS.
r, 211 fran- phone company to execut
Camden, N. J., Aug. ta.--The bat- ideal somet
e and delivimes realized.
' the yellow -lever osorre. He showed
DATER,
chises, granted by the city of Padio er,
tleship Ka-teas. which is to be one of
under the direction of the said
Secretary Hoover is working West cab. Ky., privil
ate \well thellilt* games he played with
eges,
rights, ease- special commissioner, the
INK PADS.
01,e greatest honclada in the navy was Tenres•
conveyise this week in the interest of ments, licenses, poles,
the term.
.
wires, conduits, ances executed by them
successfully launched at the Camden
i
respectively, In fact, anything in Rubber Stamp'
his firm and the Paducah Traveling cables, batter
ies, switchboards, appa• )1 1
Ship Building company's yards today. Men's carniv
way of confirtnAtion and for the
accessories delivered in an hour's
'
al.
The league meeting at Cairo today
ratus, appliances, tools, implement', by
A brilliant assemblage was present
insura
nce
of
title
to
the
purcha
ser
Presid
or
ent
,
.1
Sanchez was in the city material, supplies, office
-twill decide the fate of the Kitty
notice.
furniture purchasers, his, its or their assign
and Mk, Anna Hoch, daughter of
.4
again last week.
s,
leagn. '"'ante% sire efideJsbe lea gne Gover
and fixtures' now owned or hereaf- of
nor Hoch, broke a bottle of
all and singular, the mortgage
PADUCAH STAMP
A rsonaing P. T. NT. C. meeting was ter to he argnired
-Will diehand after the present series,
by said telephone property and premises and
champagne on the prow of the 'ship held
eveiy part 84, STENCIL COM
Saturday, August sth. Bova be company; all other
+Mich end Monday.
PANY
machinery equip- and parcel thereof, of
and christened her "Kansas."
every kind
or. liana at our next regular meeting ment to and
I
chattel property of every and description
BROA
4035
DWAY
and
i
where
.
ver situatSaturday. August Toth. Business of kind and nature,
'If there is a Kitty leesfrie next year
used in connection ed, hereby directed
CRUELTY OF A CHILD.
to
he
sold
Old
Phone
impar
by
tance
on
36.
ernakis
hand. Don't miss it.
it dill
t of CA-0, prams's, Thwith its telephone exchanges and
Evansville. led, Aug. 12 --Tile ssaid commissioner; and a lien will be
Help build up our news ersIttmn.
e-ernes and 41/5ee, 01' live cities ef jenoo
systems and now owned or hereafter
kl daughter of Mrs. Anna Mosretained in said deeds to further seLorenzo Emery started this week to he acquired by
enuai'efiff.:60 even !serer in ,Indjsne
said telephone cure the payment of the unpaid
by Welt a rag. dipped it into carbolic on
purhis initial erip selling tobacco. Graorl company, and all
eJ cllinoie 'The work of nreanising
its tolls', rents, in- chase price.
acid and rubbed it over the faces ot luck
, The recollection of the quality of
to you, Ren.
he league will.conaineelea early in Nn her foot- little
come,
chose
&
in
a7tion
,
claims
and
brothers and sisters,
In witness whereof I hereunto sign our prescriptions remai
Col. John. Parham, who represents demands of every kind
ember or Decetnber.
ns long after
and descrip- my hand thie the 8th day of July,
t4iseering their faces and reek". One
a welt known Cairo firm, was in the tion, now owned
the price is forgotten.
by it or hereafter to
et the children will go blind as the
EMMET W. BAGBY,
1905.
city last week calling on his many be acquired; and
The HIMBaseball Aseocia result of the
including not only
prank. The father of
Special Commissioner.
iende.
instituted seit the children' died
all its property aril rights of everio CAMP
yesterday as the
BELL & CA.MPBELL,
R. C. Benner, the insurance man, kind in the city
trattie . i y ',Leaflet. for $1.500 troth
of Paducah, County
of tin accident irsr. factory.
Soliiitors for Complainant.
will leave in a few days for Pennsyl- of McCracken, in
damaging in the circuit Vstirt of the
the state of KenL. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
vania for several weeks' vacation vis- tucky, but all its
eltntrnOrrweahli of Kentocky at Hopproperty right and
The land area of the United State's
Further Dilution Unnecessary.
iting his 'old home.
rervi/le. l'he Hopper* ferther ask
7th and Broadway.
right.", real, personal and mixed, tanTeL 7511.
appmxirnately 3,000.000
square
(Cleveland Leader.)
Geo. Powell, who "ells "Red Eye." gible and intangible,
s receiver to Wind up the affairs of miles, or idiom
Prescr
where
iption
soeve
s
r
called
and
for
delivtwenty
-three
a
Philoe
oph--There'e no me crying
acres for wa= in last week.
til:vitty; Well, we ;will agents/ ea the every
situated, now owned or hereafter to
matt, woman and child in the
ered
free
of
charg
anywh
over
e
ere
spilt
in
ths
milk.
Ernest Lackey is making a strong be acquired.
' without any :sasistahr$ fforn a country.
T.
Dittow
city.
No, there's
probab
ly
!fight for a seat in the city conncil IH
Also the property 'known as the enoug
h water in it already.
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Just Like Amateurs Paducah Played Yesterday.
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ir

RGAINS
tE REFALL
IS TO

Most
fragrant
.rerfumes

J. II. Oehlschlaeger

IR.
REDUC-

Notice Of Sale

'S NECK'D ALL
S. OUR
GS CAN( HAVE
RS AND
) MAKE
R.

Corner Third and
Jefferson streets.
Everything New.
Everything Clean.
The best $1.00
Per day house
In Kentucky.

NO TIES,
AT

4-m11110

me
•

S LINEN
GOU CAN
'HAT IS

;ON

R. I NEN

;

KY

The Paducah
Stamp & Stencil Co.

if

Co.;

OF

•

•

oat

ity.
!et.

thas

tr.

III

IN G

ft

•

1.20 .

RICES.
E

PUKE COAL

•
INN IND
•

Means Our Kentucky Coal will' give the mos
t heat,11 burns up clean and makes :no clinkers'!"

4
MUI.

IFamily Lump,well screened 11c bu.
Large Nut
10c bu

Place your order for coal with
us

NO
• 'r41111
V

HAYES

.

Large Egg 11c 'buy
Nut
10c bu.

.West Kentucky Coal Company,
'Both phones 254.

srporate4. L.

Successors
S.i
Gas, Coal GS Coke Co

le2Er444 411111111.11M

Office Foot of Ohio

treet

4c OUR CLEAN-UP SALE IS NOW AT ITS HEIGHT

g

Every article here must, quickly be changed into cash. Crowds snapped up last week's offerings. There'll
be even greater throngs after these. Be alert. The stock is going fast. Come before it is all sold out,.

SIT, BUT HAVE JUST REACHED US AND ARE NOW READY FOR
WAISTS, SUCH SHIRT WAIST BARGAINS ARE RARE INDEED.
YOUR INSPECTION.
A FOURTH, A THIRD AND A HALF LESS THAN VALUE. NOT
AL KINDS OF THE BEST CALICOS WILL BE SOLD THIS
THESE STYLISH PATTERNS ARE BEING USED MORE AND ENOUGH OF A KIND TO QUOTE PRICES. YOU'LL MISS
A
WEEK AT 3 7-8c A YARD FOR 5 AND xo YARD LENGTHS.
MORE EACH SEASON BY THE MOST FASHIONABLE DRESS- LARGAIN IF YOU MISS THEM.
MAKERS. OUR SALES ARE LARGER - THAN EVER BELFCrRK.—
xoc DRESS GINGHAMS AT 5c A YARD.
IN
SELECTING YOUR FALL DRESS BE SURE TO HAVE IT
ALL REMAINING LAWNS AT ONLY 5c A YARD.
MADE BY A M'CALL PATTERN, AND YOU WILL BE ASSURED
REMNANT9 THAT 'PHE
THOUSANDS OF YARDS OF ALL KINDS OF
STYLE IS PERFECT.
THIS SALE BRINGS YOU MONEY-SAVING CHANCES THAT
WILL BE ON SALE AT HALF PRICE AND LESS.
ARE UNPARALLELED.
1
2c A
/
2c WHITE GOODS AT ONLY 8/
,QUR GREAT SALE OF,xa1
CLEARING OUT A BIG BUNCH OF WOMEN'S WHITE AN
YA12139 IS BOOMING. IF YOU WANT ANY OF THIS SPLENDID
EARGAIN HURRY UP.
AND'SLIPPERS THIS V*EK AT 75c A PAIR.
THE SKIRTS YOU'LL NEED, THE SKIRTS YOU'LL WANT.
EXTRAORDINARY BARGAINS IN WOMEN'S OXFORD TIES
OUR AUGUST PRICES ARE A GREAT SAVING.
MANY ARE AT $1.00 AND $1.25 A PAIR.
A FOURTH AND A THIRD LESS THAN ACTUAL VALUE. • TO
THE BEST BARGAINS IN CHILDREN'S AND MISSES' OXNOT BUY DURIN GTHIS SALE IS TO LOSE MONEY.
M'CALL SEPTEMBER FASHION SHEETS, MAGAZINES AND
FORDS AND SLIPPERS OF THE YEAR. THIS WEEK THEY
ARE
WE ARE MAKING A CLEAN SWEEP OF WOMEN' SHIRT sec, 65c AND
STYLISH PATTERNS AT 15c HAVE BEEN DELAYED IN TRAN75c A PAIR, REDUCED FROM SLoo AND $1.25 A PAIR

Some Great Bargains.

Our August Slipper Sale.

TB

Womene Skirts Reduced.

HF

ye

McCall's Stylish Patterns.

Harbours' Department Store

Half Square from lit'way

HI
g

BU
4

Fif

N. Third St,.
8

N., Moore, sheriff; J. B. Gilbert and
AN ERROR CORRECTED.
W. N. Hines, judges.
•
Chalk's—Lewis Farrar, clerk; J. C. Plans Not Rejected; it Was the
Lindsey, aheriff; Jo Mattinon and J.
Bids, They Being Too High.
H. Linn, judges.
Glatiber's—John Ketler, clerk; TerThe announcement in yesterday
rell Overstreet, sheriff; E. B. Rich- paper that the board of director, of
ardson and M. V. B. Williams, judges. the railroad hospital at its last meetWe have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware deNorth side Court House—Jekse ing had rejected the plans for the
Uhrian, clerk; D. E. Lewis, sheriff; propo ed new improvements to the
partment for our establishment, and are carrying a mammoth
Jo Ulman and S. J. Hinton, judges. .hospital was incorrect. The plans
Katterjohn,
Schnidt'a--H. A.
clerk; had been previously received and acstock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
'DECLARED OFFICIALLY
J. A. Cole, sheriff; R. J. Williams and cepted and the meeting was only
held to open and consider the bids
BY PARTY OFFICIALS. Sam Sneed, judges.
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttlery, Tinware, Woodenware, GranSouthside Court Hillis!, No. as
.
,-F. which had been received undee,adeerG. Rudolph, clerk; J. M. Hedges, tisernent to do the work contemplatiteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
sheriff; II. G. Brazelton and G. M. ed.
Names of Those Who Are to Offici- Kettinger, judges.
The decision of the board was that
Hardware,and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
Diegel's—J. J. Roof, clerk; J. Q. the bids as received for the work as
ate as Officers of the SevThompson, sheriff; F. S. Digel and a whole was too high and that it was
eral Polls.
leading houses of the country.
L.
Jo Lockwocid, judges.
best to return the bids and ask for
Department—
W. T. new ones in parts and not as a whole.
Southside Fire
Byrd, clerk; R. H. Yarbro, sheriff; When these new bids are in if the
Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with leadApDITIONAL ASSESSMENTS
Charles Etter and Jno. Leech, judges. aggregate cost is considered too costinghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
ON CANDIDATES. Southside Court-house, No. i--J. ly,as was the bids in the entire, then
H. Wilcox, clerk; Judge Bethstrares, the board may either accept them or
sheriff; J. M. Hart and I. M. An- ask for more moderate plans and take
Dont buy before calling and seeing our varied stock.
derson, judges.
bids thereon.
The sub-committee of the city
Butler's—G. 0. Ingram, clerk; W. As the plans as made call for utast
!Democratic committee met yesterA. Walker, sheriff; A. F. Crouch and acceptable improvements of the ale
day afternoon and full power and
Robert Lax, judges.
ready most attractive structure, it is
control, having been placed in said
Notice.
to be hoped that the hospital direcsub-committee to manage and arAll candidates for councilmen and tory will find it within the opinion
range for the coming primary of Au- aldermen who have entered the Demgust 21st, said sub-committee being ocratic primary for August 21St, art and the means which are to be ex!pended to make no alteration in the
composed of W. A. Berry, M. W.
notified that they have been assessed proposed work.
Clark, T. B. Harrison, George Bonan additional $5 each, to defray exThe matter is likely to be settled
durant and Dr. Johnson Bate:, it was
penses of said primary, and they are in one way or thc other within the
agreed that all candidates for alder- notified
to pay said addional assess- next two weeks.
.
men and councilmen be additionally
ment by August lath, at 6 p. m.. to
assessed $5.00 each, and that ail
M. W. Clark, at J. K. Bond's drug
The Perfect Prescription.
entries for school trustees pay nothstore.
(The Hospital.)
ing, and that the money paid by canBy order of committee.
A patien-.1 at a metecesslitan hospi- GARRON COULDN'T TAKE JOKE EXPECT EARLY
didates for school trustees be refundNORTH ALSO SHY ON. GENIUS.,
W. A. BERRY. : tal goes
away best satisfied when lie
ed to such candidates. This extra
DEVELOPMENTS.
Chairman City Dem. Ex. Corn.
of
something
out
a
i3
given
drink
to
assessment being necessary to proWife Told Him to Jump Into the
What Has Become ot Its Webster,
By Johnson Bass, Secretary.
bottle. The drinking, according to
Bulgarians in Sympathy With Ruscure sufficient money it was agreed
Lake and He Did So.
and Choate?
ascient
ritual,
often
mast
not be less
said extra assessment must be paid
sian Revolutionary MoveScotland.
Lid
The
in
than three times a day, and the cereChicago, Aug. 12--Joseph Garton
to M. W. Clark at J. K. Bond's drug
ment.
MeGregar, Tex., Aug. iv—United
mony must have some reference to returned home intoxicated yesterday
Store by August 14th at 6 p. m.
States Senator Bailey was the princiOcean.)
Inter
(Chicago
meals. The draft. t be efficieut, must and his wife told hint to jump into the
Vienna, Aug. ii.--Ne%% ,.papers in pal oposker at
The following is the list of candithe Confederate -re
Lieutenant Peary was praising tea be colored. It must have a marked lake
and drown himself. "All right," Sofia that are in sympathy with the uision here yesterday. hi* subject bedates for the respectiye offices:
as a cold-weatlier drink.
odor, so that he may invite his friend, said Garron.• "I'll just do that."
Russian revolutionary movement pre- joy a defense
Aldermen.
of the South. His fatha
"In our dash for the pcdc." he said,
He did, and though he was alive dict startling developments within er' was a Confederate and his grandEd Nance. L E. Durrett, Dick Da- "it will be hot tea thati we will depend to smell it. It should' be loathiome
•.4) the taste, so that the taking of it when taken from the water, be died in the next few weeks. They assert that
vis, H., M. Orme, W. M. Krause and
father a Federal soldier, being m one
en rather than Peebks ham."
may call for some heroism. Above all, the hospital two hours later. In the the Slays of the Balkan states feel battle
A. W. Greif.
against each other.
"Peebles ham?"
it needs to possess an evil-looking pocket cf his coat the coroner found only delight because of the straits in
'Police Judge.
Among
other things Senator Bailey
"Yes, Peebles ham." said LieutenD. L. Sanders and Geo. C. Dinguid. snt Peary.' Did you never hear of Pee sedimest, which will require a forrmil this note: "This is to certify that my which Russian autocratic tyranny
shaking of the vial.
wife. Maggie Garron told me to leave now finds itself and foresees a liberal
"I have been pained within the past
Councilmen.
blea ham?"
the
house and go to the lake and government in St. Petersburg where- ft w months to learn that a Southern
First Wand--S B. Gott, Fred Gall"No."
k An Albino.
drown myself. Good-bye, and God for in the element that is opposed to free- man called to the presidency
mon, Walter Pell.
"Well, this is the story:
MadisonliBle has an Albino. It is give her."
dom for the Macedonians will have University of Virginia should of the
Second Ward--John Rehkopf and "There were two old Scotchwomen, a girl who
speak
is about nine years of age.
Mmt. Garrort became 'hysterical wlfen no place.
disparagingly of Southern. traditiona."
Jo Flaech.
Mrs. MacWhirter and Mrs. isicBean, She is the daughter of Phil. Ileadly informed of her husband's act, and
Bulgarians are contributing considHe remarked that the University of
Third Ward—Ed Gilson and Geo. who met on the read one day, and and wife,
colored people. Tile child hurried to ithe hospital, but she arrived erable sums of money to the Rus- Virginia, having
been founded by
Walter'.
Mrs. MacWhirtier says:
was born in Providence, and her a few mimites after his death.
sian party of violence and Bulgarian 1 homara Jefferson,
and being in a
fourth Ward—Young Taylor, Chas. "'Iscish me, woman, yet far frac parents
have been living in Madison- "r was only joking." she said, as she bomb experts are operating in the ,:ate with such a
history as Virginia,
M. Leake and EErnest Lackey.
hame the day.'
ville several years.
south
of Ruseia. Bombs are also be- should of all educational
knelt at the side of the bed where lay
Fifth Ward—W. P. litrnirnel, J. P. "'Aye,' Klys Mfrs. Mc Bean, 'I was
institutions
The child is very white, though 11.!:, the body of her husband. "I never ing imported into Russia from Switz- be expected to
teach the truth about
McCarty and George Shelton.
joist yont at Peebles. Sanders Mac- parents are -both about half white. ttrought
he would take my words seri- erland through Bulgaria. Bulgarians the South. But Dr. Alderman,
Sixth Ward—R. 0. Jones.
at a
Nabb o' Peebles keeps tale guiel ham. The hair is white as wool, her eyes ously."
have long used bestnbs with great ef- banquet in New York,
had made a
School Trustees.
Oor John, ye ken, like,: a bit guid ham are pink, as is always the case with
fect against Turkish troops in Mace- speech which. Senator
First Ward—D. L. Adams' and C. and is aye varnmerin' aboot the ham Albinos. The
Bailey declared,
child is said to be very Stupendous Interest Involved in Life donia, and their present activity in should have caused the
blush of shame
W. Morrison.
bcin' ower fat and ower saut.'
bright and intelligent. The parents
serious
for
Russia
the au- te mount to the cheek
matter
is a
Insurance,
t
Scond Wiard —F. B. May and B. "'Oor Tom,' says Mrs, MacWhirof
every Southare very proud of the curiosity, and
thoritie, of that country.
ern man at the table.
T. Davis.
ter, 'is the same way. There's nae she is a curiosity, as she attracts
'Capon
It is reported that Father
Up 10 the beginning a 1905 the
"'Where are the Calhoun.; and
Third Ward—J. V. Greif and Arch pieasin' a him wi' his ham. Faith,
great deal of attention.—Glenn's "Big Three" life trasurance companies has returned to Russia with a parW Clays and Ihvises
of the South?' Dr.
T. Sutherland.
I'll hit to gie MacNabb a trial.'
Graphic.
Gi New York had collected from their of clever agitators who are disguising Alderman inquired,"
Fourth NVard—J. A. Cole.
said Senator
"So Mrs. l'ilacWhirter journeys into
policy holders $2,732,696,759. Nearly their iiiirposes, being especially coin- Dailey. "I mournfully
Fifth Ward—(No name.)
acknowledge
Peeble,, and says no Sanders Mac- INCREASE IN COTTON SUPPLY Two
centers
;inaugurate
new
and ffwee-quarter -Billions 01" dol- stiesifined tothat they are gone, hue why didn't he
Sixth Ward—Henry Saltquier.
Nabb, the grocer:
lsrs received by them from the pub- of disturbance.
ask,'Where are the Webster,
Officers of Polls.
: and the
"'Gies a pund o yet ham.'
The Figures Announced by the Bureau lic. To this must be added the enoem
Cnoates of the North?'"
The following gentlemen were ap"'What kind,' says Sanders, 'wad
of Statistics.
ous amount (many hundred. of milGeese Catch Fish for Him.
pointed to conduct the primary as ye like?'
lions) realizel from interest on invests
(New York Press.)
Mason and Dixon Line Restrored.
election officers:
"'Oh, just the kind that Mts. McWashington, Aug. 12.—The bureau ments. Their combined assets at the
"An old Scotchrnao and neighbor c4
The re-survey of the historic MaiBerry's—J. Henry Smith, clerk: Bean sects,' says the lady.
of stastistics of the department of beginning of this year amounted to mine," said a resident of Greenwood son and Dixon
line has been corn John Dean, sheriff; Gus Singleton and
"'MaeNabb smiled blandly.
commerce and labor announces that $1.245:591.651, and the aggre te of Lake, "has a method of taking fresh pitted by the
corps employed jointly
J. E. Potter, judges.
"'A' rkht,' says he, 'Whaur's yet figures obtained from commercial sour insuranee contracts
for whim
they water fish, which to my way of think- by the states of
Factory—Walter Ingram, bottler"
Plow
Pennsylvania and
oes indicate that the total available %tile obligated amounted to 93,971,- ing, excels all others for the ease, Maryland, says
the New York Mail.
clerk; Sam Holland. sheriff;'Ira Mcsupply of cotton for the current sea- 763,86o. An ins'uran'ce liability of repose arid success with which it is
When the legislatures of the two
Mahon and A. W. Barkley, judges.
The American Accent.
son, including June 30, amounted to nearly four billions of dollars distrib- conducted. The fisherman desires, we slates
decided not to allow the famillenneberger's — James
Brown, There is no such thing as the 12.901,315
bales, as against 10,096.707 uted among nearly Own million per- wili,say, a mese of bass, pickerel or ous boundary
line to disappear so far
:Clerk; James Baker, sheriff; Wm( "American accent," except in a few bales
4'
in too; and 10,739,877
0 bales in sons. Counting dependent beneficiar- oike, with which the waters are amply as visible signs
Little and Pat Lally, judges.
of its location were*,
words, such
as "advertisement." 1903ies, at lest eight million men, wom- stocked. Well, tie simply goes to his concerned, they
Gallenan's—T. MI. Nance. clerk; ja- wherein America is superior as to
undertook a work
en and children were directly concern barn yard, and selects a big goose, or that proved very
sobs, sheriff; Row Housman and Ed pronunciation and practice. Nor does
Ex-Kentuckian Dies in Texas.
ed in the administration of these half a dozen geese, as the case may rrhe surveyors difficult and tedious.
Eaker. judges.
were obligeit to cut a
the American-born man "talk through
Newton Love, who died in Benham, three gigantic institution,. The prern be, and ties a bated line about five feet path
through the mountains, and they
Waechouse—Clem" Fransiolla, clerk; his none." The real difference that Tex.,
was buried this week at Salem, iumns on their 2,148,850 outstanding long to their feet.
found many of the old
'Amos Price, sheriff; Charles Robert- we all notice is a difference in the Livingston
county, his old home. He policy contract), amounted last year to
"On reaching the edge of the lake, crown stones displaced. markers and
son and Charles Fiske, judges,
general pitch of voice. The American was 7o years of age, and well known, $206,112,51t—e
quivalent to an anntral with a basket ciontainino one. or more
The work. of re-establishing
.ROger's—Arthur Bailey, clerk: A. voice is pitched in a slightly higher being the
the
father of Mis.s Minnie Love, tax of more than one hundred dollars geese, the fisherman turn!' the birds lines was
very carefully done and the
W. Townsend, sheriff; Wm. Parham, key than the English, and there you of Paducah.
match
policy IreAder.—Era iisto the water. The geese swim out, old stone posts
due fro
and James Campbell, Jr., judges.
may find the reason why the Ameri
set along 'ins course
Magazine.
sod the old Scotchman lights his pipe after Cliarlei
'Kirkpatrick's—NV. L. Miller, clerk; can assimilates, French SK) easily. Put
Mason and Jeremiah
and sits downs. In a few minutes a Dixon marked
M. G. Caldwell. sheriff; Clyde Cooper roughly, the case is this: The Frenchit out in 1763 were retoe a Week for The Register.
fish sees the bait and seizes it, giving: ,et in solid
and W. B. Walbert, judges.
man talks from twit palate, the Americement bases, and iron
Shanipooning, Bleaching, Dyeing, the goose a good pull. Then the bird, posts were
' Savage's—Jas. S. Caldwer, clerk: can from the top of his throat, the
DendreW cured by electrical treat- starts for the shore at full speed, where the old substituted in places
W. C. Bradley, sheriff; J. A. Doss:eft Englishman from his chest and the
DENTIST.
posts have disappeared.
ments. Body manage, Electrical frightened half to death, dragging the
and 3. P. Holt. judges.
German from his diaphragm.—LionOffice over Globe Bank and Trust
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson fish upon the bank, where it is unFor perfection anti purity,
• Nancy's—Miles Stewart, clerk; J. don Chronicle. 1,;.ts t
gesobit
Co., 306 Broadway,
street.
hooked." ,
Elk Dream toe cigar.
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'TAKE

think Sheriff Kriesais doing more to work well,•and for
which I am thankquarantine this city against certail.. ful. But to get
the city right get
evils than any man who ever lived the homes right, and
to get -he homes
here. Our Sabbaths are like a quiet right get the heart right.
country village. Gambling dens are
The blood saved the first born in
For that Tired Feelbroken up and assignation houses the house of Israel.
Announced, via
The only safe
have been forced to, close up for fear quarantine is the
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
ing, Loss- of Appetite,
blood of Jesus
of arrest and public exposure. My Christ. The angel
Extremely low rates are announcof death would not
Nervous Depres sion ADVICE GIVEN IN SERM
good friend, Jas. E. Wilhelm, editor pass over the
ed via the Southern railway from
threshold where blood
ON BY of the Daily
Register, Paducah, Ky., was on the doorpost. Riches
points on its lines for the follosang
and Spring Fever.
and
REV. G. W. PERRYMAN.
used to say: "One man in a city is honor and fame could
special occasions:
not
keep
death
Guaranteed to cure
enough to have a law-abiding citi- Out. Father's pleadin
g and mother's
lironteagle, Tenn.-Monteaale Bible
DEED.
zenship
, be he mayor or. sheriff." Our wails could not drive
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball Traini
Feve
Chills and
r. For Bitter Attacks Made Upon the Evils
death from the
ng school+, July 3-Aug. 15, 1905
sheriff
goods.
has demonstrated this state- couch or cradle. From
Gloves, masks, balls, bats
NOT
Montea
every
gle, Tenn.-Woman's conEgypsale by All Drug Stores --or Whisky Drinking and Ciment to be true.
tian home shrieks and cries broke etc, etc.
SS
A
gress, Aug. 1-15, 1905.
garette
Smoking.
There are many things which tend forth upon the stillness of the midPrice 50c per Bottle.
Nashville, Tenn.-Peabody college,
to ruin the humian family beside the night air, as if t'he dead had burst
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
yellow fever, and it .becomes us to their desolate tombs with an univerinstitute, June 4-Aug. 9, 1905.
Rev. George W. Perryman, of Cen- quarant
ine against them. The liquor sal wail. In the thimaands of homes
Caxford, Miss -Summer school,
tennial Baptist church, last night in
DRUG STORES.
this country is slaying more than that lined the banks of the Nile, beUniversity of Mississippi, June
preached to a lapte congregation, sevent
Lity thousand men annually and hold death was there. How was it
Aug. 9, 1905.
ti
llcikyss
ots
n Sp
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR despite the hot weather, which_
tsh.onpeho
on
.
e
237,
the making two hundred thousand wid- where the blood was? "Glory unto
THAT
Richmond, Va.-Farmers' aiational
minister appreciated by cutting his ows
and orphans. Figurs show that Jehovah, for the dark days of bondNORTHWESTERN
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
THE
MU- *errnon to
allow the congregation to more than eighty-five
Tuscaloosa, Ala.-Summer school
per cent, of our age are ended, and we are a free peoget the fresh air.
VIAL_
OF
LIFE,
I
convicts are in prison because of ple, on our march to the land of J. K. Hendrick,
AN
J. G. Millet for teachers, June 16-July 28, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS. An announcement was made Sun- drink. Dr. Talmage gave out some promise." Oh, friend, see that your
)AIR.
day morning in the Journal and Trib- figures some years, ago showing that soul is quarantined with
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
the
blood
of
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE une that Mr. Perryman would preach sixty-five per cent.
these points from all stations, on the
) TIES
of is-omen in bad Cavalry, and all the powers of hell
Southern railway. Detailed informaHIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART on the subject of "Quarantine." This repute went to the bad by way of the and sin cannot disturb you. Come to
LAWYERS
notice brought out many who were ballroom' albny of our gamblers the Savior now and
tion can be had upon application to
liveBUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF- interested in the
any
ticket agent of the Southern
OXsubject, and who learn to play cards in so-called social
Rooms i, a and 3 Register Buildrailway or agents of connecting Pries
heard a rather different versiod from games in parlors. When we play for
FICE, 199; RESIDENCE, 316.
"The dying thief rejoiced to see
Y ARE
or by addressing the undersigned.
what some had expected, though the a prize, whatever it is or whatever
ing, 523 1-3 BroaawaY•
That fountain in his day,
PAIR
sermon was replete with startling place it may he, it is gambling.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., LexingAnd there may I, though vile as he,
Practic
ton, Ky.
e
in
all
facts, as declared by the minister, and
the
courts
of
the
'Wash
I
A splendid mother came to me once
all my sins away."
;W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wariliwas a direct thrust at the lack of suf- and said: "Pastor, my
heart is bleed•
ington, D. C.
ficient law to enforce a quarantine ing, I fear my boy
Mr. Perryman asked if any wished state. Both phones 3t.
is gambling." I
C.
H.
HUNGERFORD, D. P. A.,
against the sins of te land.
said: "Why, where did he learn to to unite with the, church that they
Louisville, Ky.
"Yellow a:vet is not the worst play. Ah, his mother taught him to come forward and urged that all be
SEND YOUR ROUGH
DRY thing
. G. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A.. St.,
we should fear," declared Mir. patsy ini-ogressive euchre." Mainy ready for the coming of the death
Louis, M.o.
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH Perryman.
"The country *ay gamblers are made in the homes of angel by seeking a refuge in Christ,
needs those lows which will enable Christian people. Many poor drunk- the covenant being man's quarantine
TOILET SUPPLY
COMPANY, the officials to ptit a stop to sins that ards are made by law-that
is, you from sin. The sermon made a dis"NEAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
are
daily
sendin
license
men
g
an
to
evil
hell
that
and
downs,
your
boy. tinct impression and was a free and POT First-class Upholstering, Mattress
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT1
their grave""
I sew in a paper the other day where, outspoken attack on sin from every
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DEin another state, certain church memo- standpoint. The minister, declared We store, pack and ship
What Whisky Does.
furniture on
Taking as his text the subject of bets gave a big dance at a park on that he had many more things which
LIVERY. OLD PHONE 1215.
short
notice.
...HOTEL...
the sprinkling of blood over the doors prayer meeting night. Such doings he wanted to say against social evils,
but
the
as
weathe
that
not
r
God
permit.
of the Israelites in the days of Moses,
did
will some day rebuge. He
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
NEAR MARION, KY.
e deKnoxville Journal and Tribune.
the minister drew a parallel it% this will not be mocked.
sty to 219 South Third St. too Room Note -High and Dry and
form of quarantine in the covenant, There is another evil we should
Well Ventilated.
noth
a means by which the children of God quarantine against, and that is the
Noah the First Financier.
A
NICE
PLACE TO SPEND
were saved from the hand of death cigarette. Poor, pitiful young men
YOUR VACATION.
and perdition. Praise for the sheriff are seen on our streets who are ad(Judge.)
4
THE BEST OF HOTEL ACAtlantic City-All trains of Atagust and city officials was accorded by Mr. dicted to this abomination. Health,
Why this furore concerning frenCOMMODATIONS, AND THE
loth, round trip $21.55 in connection Perryman, who, however, declared mind and manhood gone. I would zied finance and great deals? Do not
iranATTORNEYAT•LA W.
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WAwith B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. from Louis- that they lacked legislative means to as- soon young men would teach my the moderns sink into oblivion beside
TERS.
ville and on all trains leaving that prevent many sins that were commit- boy to steal or drink as to smoke ci- Noah? Was he not the greatest finan cog 1-2 North
Iders'
Fourth Street, Upstairs
place August loth, good returning for ted under the eye of the law.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
garettes for, when learned, the young cier the world ever knew? This is
r the
12 days.
"There art acs000 drunkards going man will do all three. The superin- what we are told. He foresaw the goFROG HUNTING, FISHING,
CommeAcial and Cc-operative
to death every year," he declared, tendents of our insane asylums tell us ing under of the banks and withdrew
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
For further particulars apply,
FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE• Business a Specialty.
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky. and an average of 200,000 orphans, that nearly all who are sent there go his stock to a atfer place. He was
MENTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
G. C. Warfield, T. A . Union depot. all of whom are the product, of liq- because of some pernicious sin in able to float his stock with the whole
uor. Cards are no small part of the themselves or parents. It is time world
AND THE YOUNG.
in liquidation. When the
leadevil against which we should quar- we are sending out some quarantine banks resumed he handed in his stock
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL .
antine. A lady recently came to me orders, ere our children will be without rescrae, saying: "It will inRAILROADS.
Dney.
to talk to me of her son, who was a ruined. I am glad to live in a county crease and multiply." And
'Bus Line Meets all Trains.
finally he
Attorn
City
ey.
gambler. That lady was the first ts where the sheriff and deputies are "made good."
teach him to play cards in her own doing so march for the betterment of
Attorney-at-Law.
home." Relative to the social condi- humanity, and I am also glad to live
Further Dilution Unnecessary.
•
tion% which surround us, Dr. Perry- in a city where the daily paper, are
(Cleveland Leader.)
Room zy and 14 Columbia Mg.
"The Old Reliable Barber," the man quoted from Dr.
Talmake a on the right side of all moral quesPhilosoph-Therta's no use crying
"King of Razors," has moved from statement that sixty-five percent of tions. I am proud of our two papers.'over
Old Phone We.
spilt milk.
408 Broadway to 109 South Fourth ruined women went to ckgredation They are worthy to go into every I Dittow - No, there's probably
home. All of these splendid auguries enough water
street (red front) and wishes to wel through the ballroom.
in it already.
Cigarettes Make Men Steal.
come all Isis old friends and customAgain the minister quoted from a
If you want your cloches cleaned,
era.
wel known minister of the day a
statement of his belief that dissipadyed or repaired, take them to K. C.
tion sas the one cause of the lunatic
oms to, ii and za, Columbi
ROST, 32g South Third
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,
street. .1 have
asylum, and that were he the king of
the land with power to enact he could
the nicest line of samples for tints
(Homeopathist.)
rob the asylums. of every inmate in
Paducah. Kentucky in the
city. Suits made to order.
0
.
1!Pi\e
‘ .306 Broadway-Phone zoo.
the course of time. The asylums, he
Flourn
J.
C.
oy.
Cecil
Reed
GENIUS
said, held people who either inheritResidence, 819 Broadway.
ed. or by diasipation won for themE. H.PURI?EAR,
r Webster;
selves, diseased minds, and weakPhone 149.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
ened bode. "Joe Folk ,can save us
ATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
far but no farther. The law of the
-LAWYER11.-United
land is not adequate to stop our social
Rooms 5 and 6 Register Building,
the priticievoas."
Rooms axii and at& Fraternity Brde 323 I-2
eilevaee -re
Brodway, Peducen, Ky.
In concluding his sermon, Mr. PerATTORNEY-AT-LAW,
subject beryman
•
saiii
the
Romania builded batPADUCAH. KY.
New Phone 490.
Will practi=e in sli courts of Ky.
His fathtlement* aresund . the tops of their
General Practice.
his grandhouses to Iceep their children from
Specialties:
aoll-azo Fra'cernity Building.
•4
and IlL
sting in one
Abstracting of Titles,
teffice also Park Bld'g, Mayfield Ky. faring and sustaining injury. "We
need such battlements of a spiritual
Insurance, Corporation and
ator Bailey
Real Estate Law,
nature to save our own chi/drew," he
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
declared. "It is against evil that we
Big reductions have been made in our Ladies' White
lin the past
•hould quarantine.
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Waists. Especially
The cigarette
a Southern
big cuts have been made in sizes 42 and 44. Large
fiend is the lowest, most depraved
people
of
can
find
their
Both Phones 355
The real estate agents, has S175.sse all. i had rather my
racy of the
boy would be sires at prices below cost of material.
mild speak
worth of city property for sale and taught to swear and steal than to be
Office Hourst 8 to TO a. m., i to 3
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
t radiiions."
taught to smoke cigarettes. If he
thirty-five farms: also three safes.
p. m. and 7 to 9 p. m.
iiversity of
,
rmoines
eigrett
ea
he will cks a!) three.
Houses for rent.
Office and Floor Fraternity Building. Office and Residence Rooms 3 and
itinded by
1 mean by that, if lie is a confirmed
Telephone, old. r665.
SMALL ASSORTMENT BUT BIG VALUES.
ing in a
cigarette smoker.
is Virginia.
4, Columbia building.
All Shirt Waist Suits at 50 per cent of firs. nrices.
Proud of Knoxville.
Democratic Speaking.
institution%
"Before 1 close this sermon I want
ruth about
to say that I am glad that r live in
Phone max Red.
Architect and Superintendent.
The city candidates for the various a city like Knoxvil
man, at a
le with two such
offices so be voted for at the demo- excellent daily
d made a
go Fraternity Building.
papers. They are
This lot contains desirable styles for Ladies' Skirts
*
cratic primary Aug. 21 will speak at both heart and soul
y declared,
and for Children's
on the side of
Phone
Old
1
498 Red; New Phone 32. Paducah Undertaking
to:dewing time and place. Everybody morality and are
h of shame
worthy of. every School Dresses, regular roc values for
invited
to
ccme
out
and hear them. home in Knoxville."
cry Sotrt
7 1-2e. PR YARD.
Paducah,
Company.
Kentucky.
The rpeakings will occur at 8 o'clock
The sermon complete was as folp.
in.
at
the
places and,on the dales
1011115
ant)
S. P. POOL, Manager
below given;
>01/Th r Dr.
Dr. Perryman preached from text.
GUY NANCE, Mat.
-Whe
in
n
Want
of
I. C. frefikht shed, Sixth and below "And the blood
Senator
205 South Third Street.
shall he to you for a
RUBB
Only
ER
a
few
TIRES
of
the
choice
REPAI
RING
patterns left in these excellent values, and on
Trimble, AJjjsI..I2._
knowledge
token upon the houses where ye are:
Residence over store.
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
account of being slightly soiled we offer them
Gellman's, corner Twelfth and Bur- and when I 5ce the
y didn't he
Both Phones no -Prices Reasonable
at
blood, I will pass
nett, August 14.
Horse-Shoeing, General Blacksmith:is and the
over you, and the plague shall not he
50 PER CENT OFF.
Fire station, corner Jones and upon you to destro
ing Call on
y you when I
Tenth streets, August 15.
mite the land of Egypt." Ellodos
J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
Savage voting place, corner Six- 12: 13. An awful
testrored.
plague was coming.
319
Kentuc
ky
Avenue-Tel, 956-red.
teenth and Monroe, August 16.
storic Masaid the preacher, and God told the
New styles in Flannelettes and Cotton Eiderdowns in
County
court
house,
neat
figures and
August 17.
been compeople how to quarantine against it
Office with Drs. Rivers & Riven;
Persian patterns. Price
Market house, August 18.
and all who did so were saved.
fr-ed jointly
City hall, August 19.
ioe AND 15e PER YARD.
ania and
The mouth% of the people and the
120 North Fifth. Both Phones
;SS. 4
Come one, come all, and bring your columns of the
(Irk Mail.
papers are full of
friends
and
hear
LAWY
what they have to quarantine news and regulations. City
ERS.
the two
Residence I TAT Clay, Old phoss Aga
say. Every citizen should be inter- after city
the famis discussing whether they
ested in the affairs of the municipal shall quarant
Both Phones 695.-Rooms 203 and 204
iear so far '
ine or not and why so.
A splendid selection of new dark Ginghams especia
'11 government of his city. Bring
lly
suitabl
e
for
your
The
yellow fever, like some horrid Children's Dresse
aimr were*,
s, at
wives and children; nothing will be reptile.
Fraternity Building.
has risen from stagnant pools
a work
•
said
or
done
that
will
mar
the
tender,in
ioe
YARD.
the
PER
Cresce
id tedious.
AND 12 1-24
nt City and has sent his
est refinement of the hearers.
TRUEHEART BUILDING.
!poison fangs into human life and men
ai to cut a
Office phone ay', Residence phone 474
aw dying daily. Cities have issued
,, and they
Both phones 88 at the office, both
No Heat Now
quarantine orders. They say this
irkers and
phones 240 at residence. Office hours
To cause the fresh paint to blister. monste
r must not come within their
7 to 9 a. tn.; I to 3 p. M.:7 to 9 p.
Painting done now will stay painted gates.
These edict, are right; people
thing the
;f we do the work.
PHYSI
CIAN AND SURGEON.
most protect life, but hear me. my
it and the
Warren & Son, tta North Sixth. wo*,
Rooms 204-6 Fraternity 'building.
thi* hour, there are evils ten
its course
Phone MI-A.
'thousand time, worse than the yellow
Jeremiah
fever right in our city; evils that are
3 were reHenry Mammen, Jr., the reliable
AGENTS FOR. BUTTERICK PATTERNS
blighting character, wrecking is0111.e
T IS
and iron
hook manufacturer, Blank Book&
destroying businesa, sending young
in places
Tntehecrt BT•i'd!ng.
Job and Edition binding. The only
,men to prison, young women to
sappeared.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
exclusive book binder in Padne.alt
;homes of shame and parents to unbrary work a specialty.
Repair
wbrk and fencing a specialty.
i timely graves. As little as Yon may
At the head of the class, Elk!
lty, MOM
Phone 14711.
Dream toe Cigar.

Bacon's
Drug Stores

AGAINST SIN

11

Very Low Rates

BACON'S

C. B. Hatfield

7th

HENDRICK & MILLER

Four Gents a Pound

Po

Paducah
Mattress Co.

Crittenden Springs

Illinois Central R. R

G. C. DIUGUID,

ir

7. B. harrison,

61IttN 6RAY

Paducah
Steam Dye Works

FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS

iCky.

Another Week of
Big Values and Little
Prices in Wash Goods

D.0.rIARK

Big Sale of Shirt Waists Continues.

S. W. Arnold

Dr. Childress

Clean-Up Sale of Shirt Waist Suits.
Fancy Suitings.

0. D. Schmidt,

Embroidered Waist, Patterns.

New Fabrics For Early Fall Wear.

Dr. B. T. Hall

Taylor & Lucas,

New Fall Style Ginghams.

Dr. B. B. ariffith

l

I

B. Ogilvie & Co.

Vernon Blythe

A. S. DABNY.
--DEN
H. B. KEEBLER,

S.

•

VINOL.

the former's nip er.—Mrs. S. 11.
CulPersonal Mention. lin,
of Paduca , is. the guest of her .
River Ripplings.
daughter, Mfrs. B. A. Long." .

_-- -.Mrs, S. M,. Ezell', of the city, is visittiug at the home of Dr. Terrell, in
B:andville.
S. B. Cullin is visiting in May-

keep Cooklt's fasy.

The Fulton Leader of the 11th:says:
"Miss Eunice Robinson, of Paducah,
Stages Yesterday.
is the pretty guest of -.Mrs. Minnie
'Cairo-19.6, coot
Webb and Mrs. George Beadles.—
Chattanooga--64, to.
Mrs. B. T. Davis and Miss. Lera DaALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS TO DRINK PLENTY OF
Cincinnati—lo.9, 0.8.
vis, of Paducah, are visiting Mrs.
'Evansv
ille
-8.9
tailing
THAT PURE, HEALTHFUL BEER
.
Mr. R. M. Neely and Mr. Robert Belle Linning."
Florence-1.8, 0.4.
herring, of Fulton, are visiting in the
Mr. G. 0. Duncan, of Mao.elel, is in
'Johnsonville-2.5, falling.
city.
the city
0.2 fall.
Mr. Geo. McGowan, of Princeton,
Mr. T. H. Molloy, circuit clerk of
Mt Carmel-4.o,
Lyon county, was in -tlit city yester- oas in the city tin business yesterday. .Na5hville-10.7, falling.
2.3 rise.
Chief James Wood, of the fire deday.
Pittsburg-6o, 0.9 rise. I
partme
nt,
leaves today for Duluth to
•Dr. and Mrs. D. A. Amos, of Cobb,
Davis Island Dam.--4.o, o.r roe.
Ky., formerly of this city, were here attend the International Fire Chiefs'
St. Louis-15.6, 0.7 fall.
conveotion.
NV Vernon-8.$, falling.
Friday.
Miss Clara Goodma is home from
The Mayfield Messenger of the tith
raducab-8.0, 0.3 rise,
IT WILL COOL YOU, REFRESH YOU AND DO
say-s: "Mr. Jewell Seay 'and wife, of Grayson Springs.
Mrs.
II.
T.
Rivers
is
visitin
g in BalYOUR WHOLE SYSTEM A WORLD OF GOOD. DOCPaducah, are in the city visiting relaThe Saltillo after being a day late,
lard county.
passed through yesterday from St.
tives and friends."
TORS RECOMMEND IT. IT'S MADE FROM PURE
Miss In Bridges left yesterday for Lonio to the Tennes
Mrs. R. E. Ashbrocatosamts 'Ala-. R.
see river.
MAL'Ill'AND HOPS, THAT'S WHY. IT STRENGTHher
home
in Mason, Ga., after a visit
The Savannah has arrived from the
E. Ashbrook, Jr., have gone to Old
ENS
to
Mrs.
AND BUILDS UP. IT'S A TONIC, AS WELL
Hallie
Bridge
s.
Point
Tennessee river.
Comfort and other points East.
Prescriptions called for and delivRev. C. A. Holden has gone to La
AS
THE
The
Mr.
MOST REFRESHING DRINK THAT EVER
Ivan
Kentuc
Frank
ky
has returned to his
left last night for the
ered to any part of the city.
s
borne in Kansas City, after a visit to Center to assist Rev. Cap Owen in a Tennessee river.
PASSED THE PORTALS OF YOUR LIPS.
Phones No.
revival lee is conducting there.
The Johfi S. Hopkins arrived late
Mrs. H. Anspaeher. '
in
Mrs. N. O. Ramsey, of Clinton, is the afternoon.
Ccr. 4th and Broadway,
Mr. D. McFerguson, state railroad
registe
red
at
Heitel Lagomarsino.
The Peters Lee left Cincinnati
commissioner, leaves tornoitow for
yesPADUCAH,
F.s.s./%1Tf.TCKY.
Mrs. J. A. Miller returned Saturday terday at'noon
Dentwood,'S. D., tb attend a national
and on her arrival at
from
Echo
Spring
s.
Memphis will tie up on account of the
meeting of railroad commissioners.
Mr. W. G. Wolfe, of Mayfield, was low water.
.Mrs. R. A. Hicks and children left
The W. W. O'Neil went to
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
Friday night for Trenton, Tenn. in the city yesterday en route to Smith
CaseyFrom there she then will go to Knox- land to accompany his wife home. ville yesterday to get a tow of empties
Mrs. Wolfe has been ill for almost o from the Spragu
e and two locked
year,
but is improving.
barges from the Ranger.
Mr. A. L. forks, superintendent of
Mr. C. C. Duke, the West KenAll efforts to raise the towboa
the East Tennessee Telephone comt J.
tucky
represeistiative for Nelson Mort 3. Williamo, which
pany, returned yesterday from Fulsunk Thursday
us
&
Co.,
is
spending Sunday at the morning at Sisters' Island,
ton.
have so far
Miss Elisabeth Wilson, of St. Palmer after selling meats all week. proven futile. The steamers WashCommo
nweal
th's Attorney W. H. Honshell, the Ranger
,ANTED—Fiest-clans, cook for Louis, is visiting in the city.
and Fulton are
fairily. Inquire at 408 WashMasters Frank and Fred Wahl are Hester was here from lilayfiekl yester- on the scene and have made no headday,
way towards releasing her
visiting in Calvert City.
ton Street.
tf
from her
Mr. H. A. Martin arrived yesterday perilous conditi
'Miss Ada Ritter has returned to
on. It is thought that
from
a
trip.
it will take a heavy rise
F03 RENT—Furnished rooms her borne in Hookinsyille from a visfor the boat
Mr. J. W. Wi<rreti came in yeater- to be raised.
6,11/Atii* throe blocks of Fourth and it to friends here.
day from a drumming trip
Miss Ruby and Miss Lizzie Parker,
rdelheay: Ring old phone 61S-4.
Miss Julia Stratton, of Lebavion, is
THE W. C. T. U'S. WORK.
of Erin, Tenn., returned•home WedFOR RENT—Three dawustairs nesday, after visiting Miss Ruby Hai- here on a visit. ,
Mr. and Mrs. U. S. Lockett, of Ful- A Profitable
rooms, electric lights, gas, hydrant ley.
Evangelistic Meeting
ton, are in the city.
Last Thursday Afternoon.
aod gigtena 'water. Apply 553 North
Miss Maud Decres, of!
Cairo, is visMr. 0. C Laslrer, of Smithland, was
Stitti. t ' ,
iting friends in this city.
(Specially reported.)
here Friday.
Attorney Frank Lucas has reThe meeting of the W. C. T.
Mr.
I.
N.
Hughe
s
and
U. last
Judge
J. T.
WANTVDs--A girl to do general turned 'Isom Hoplainsville, where he
Thursday afternoon showed continLotneworit rive in family. Apply at has been for three weeks collecting Webb, of Mayfield, were in the city ued
increase in attendance. The
yesterday.
Flat No. ,3, No. 308 North Ninth back taxes.
.
meetin
g was evangelistic and was led
hftr.
Sam
Forema
st returned yesterStreet.
Mt. W. C. Scofield will leave toby Mrs. Julia Miles, who has
day
from
a
busirse
ss
trip
had a
to
Ntayfi
eki
day for Cleveland, 0., to attend the
wide experience in this. line of work.
Sifif
Mr. Harry Sosnervilk, the Wester
n
FOR SALE-My farm in Arcadia; Moster 'Blacksmith's convention. He
If there were more religious women
Union
operat
or,
is
ill
at
Riversi
de
huealsil full blooded •Jorsey cows. 'Apply will be accompanied by Miss Sue Nelwith her zeal and her consecration
pitak
,
to T. L crioe or myself. Mrs. L. M. son.
much good could be accomplished
Mrs.
E.
B.
Cress
is
visitin
g
in
for
Chield.
Mr. W. W. Ennis, a former Paduthe church and the temperance cause
cago..
cah printer, but now of Chicago, was
as well.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jewell
Seay
are
visitRENT—House at 514 Gay. in the city yesterday, having been
An impressive incident of this
ing in Mayfield.
Sewer connections and all improve- to Fulton to accompany his
/311111ERAL INSURANCE AHD REAL ESTA
wife
TE AGENCY. SPEC.
Mr. H. K. Long, of Mayfield, wao in meeting was an account by one of
ments. Call 533 North Sitxh, or home.
IAL
ATTE
the
NTIO
membe
N
rs
TO
of
the
ALL
a
!ate
city
yester
CLAS
personal expeday.
S OF GUARANTY BONDS.
phone 1418, old phone.
EditOr W. K. Wag, of the MayMr. A. L. Mitchell, of Princeton, rience. A few months ago on taking
DON'T ASK YOUR FRIENDS—WE FURN
field Monitor, accompanied by his
ISH SECURITY.
the car to attend a meeting of the
LOST—One water spaniel dog, wife and slim, were in the city yester- isas here Friday.
OLD
146NE
NO.
union
2o4
she
sat da-rwn by a young girl
Mr. and Mira Joe Bondorant, and
eleven months old; comes to call of day.
Miss Mary Jennings returned yester- very stylishly dressed. The fact soon_
41M11111111=11
"Buck;" black in color. Return to
Miss Brown Duvall returned to
became apparent that she was partialTORE HERE.
day from a visit to Srnithland.
STRANGE MADNESS.
Hal S. Corbett, 313 North Ninth her home in Frankfort yester
day,
Senator J. Wheekr Campbell has ly intoxicated, and besides was evistreet, for reward.
after a brief visit to Miss Ruby Correturned from a trip to Grand Haven, dently "a woman of the town." Pres- Bob Taylor to Visit Paducah Again Angered Because Surgeon
Wouldn't t
bett.
On the 8ist Inst.
Mich. His wife remained a few days errtly she noticed the little white ribRemove His Leg.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
Mrs. Ms A. Buchanan and Mrs. R. longer
bon
which every true W .C. T. U.
.
dwelling, seven rooms, lasge recep- B. Buchanan, of St. Louis, were
On nerguat net, ex-Gov. Bob Tarin
Cashier Thomas Baker, of the First 'oman wears, and peering in the face
Nfeaclovilla, Pa, Aug. ii.—Surgeona
tion hall, hot and cold water, good the city Friday.
of the wearer, asked what that little lot, of lenneasee, will lecture in Pa- having refused to
Nation
al
bank,
contin
ues
to
imovov
e
amputate the right
out buildings, nice yard with shade
Mir. and Mrs. Luke Russell and
white bow was for. The white-ribbons ducah on "Castles in the Air." This leg of James Duffy,
trees. Wil sell on terms to suit pur- Miss Annie, Sherrill Bond left yester- and is able to sit up.
aged 58, he depopula
r
Cr
lecture
prayed
r was secured through cided to get rid of the
that the right word" might
, Mrs. Julia Meyers and granddaughchaser. Price reasonable. Apply at day for Chicago. Mr.'Russel
member in es,
the efforts of Mr. Milton Sanchez. and spite of them.
l goes to ter, Julia Eloise Cook, of
514 South be given in reply, and told her that
He had suffered for a
924 North Seventh street. New Portland September ist, Os attend
the Fourth street, have gone North for the white ribbon was the emblem of will be given under the auspices of long time from
a fever sore on his
phone -01o. 63o.
national convention of Hoo Hoos.
purity and was a badge worn' by mem- the Paducah Traveling Men's Climb kg.
the summer.
Mr. Jake Corbett, of Wickliffe, is
Mr. C. H. Younger returned to his bers of a union whose aim was to A big reception has been arranged in
He went to the railroad track and Sunday Morning, Aug. 13, 45.
%kiting in the city.
home in Carrsville yesterday after a make homes happier, life nobler and his honor, and he will be met at the ssaiteet for the first train. When the
Mr. George Mann and Mi. J. B. business
purer, to free men and women from depot by the Automobile Club and a engine was half a dozen
trip here.
feet from hint
Clarke, of Jonesboro, Ark., repreMr. J. H. Frost, of Central City, is the drink 'habit and all its associate brass band. The distinguished gen- a bystander grabbed him and tried to.
senting the Spiro Investment Com- here ors limine
tlemen
always
receives a cordial wel- pull him out of &peer, but
ss.
the'wheelt
pany, of Spiro, I. T., are in the city
The girl listened very earnestly come by Paducah citizens. HS is now caught Els toes and crushed them.
Dr. Olivia Nelon returns tomorrow
He
on business.
candid
a
ate
for the United States reviled and threatened to
from New Richmond, 0., where she and when the lady was obliged to
beat
the
Col. Witham Rutledge, the big tie accompanied
Man w!lo interfered.
the remains.cif her broth leave the car she took a rose from Senate against Serrate Carmack,
man, returned yesterday from a busi- cr. Mr.
her dress and handing it to the girl
Francis H. Nelon.
—According to Auditor Kirkland ness trip
up the Tennessee river.
Funeral Announcement.
Mrs. J. It Puryear and daughter, said: "Ill give you tbis rose as a
during the past two days the city paid
PUBLIC SALE.
Sam Hill, of the Evening Sun, acThe remains of Mrs. Joseph Klein.
Lettia, will return tomorrow message from die Weenan's Chrisout $28,000 in salaries and accounts. cortima
nied by bis family, have gone
tian Temperance Union."' On the in- whose sudden death wai announced
I will on Monday, August V, 1905.
—Mr. Charles Brown, president of on an .extended trip to Old Point from Dixon.
stant
two
large
yester
tears
about
day,
will
were
seen
Mr.
be
interre
R.
the hoar of to o'clock a. m.,
trickL.
mornthis
d
Palmer
,
of
the
Palme
r
the Kitty League, goes to Cairo to- Comfort and Was'hing'ton,
D. C.
Transfer company, and two daughters ling down the face of the listening it at the Jewish cemetery. Service's at the city strati door, corner Fourth,
morrow to attend a meeting of the
John Footer, one of the popular left this
mornino for Dyersburg, girt. The lady gave this part of the will be held at the family residence. and Kentucky avenue,•sell at public *
league.
salesmen for Lowny Bros. candy, is Tenn., on
story at the meeting that day.
6./5 Harrison street, et 9:30 o'clock, outcry to the 'highest bidder one huna visit.
—If you want to go to any point in at home from a trip to Nashville.
On last Thursday she gave a se- conducted by Rabbi I.-inscriber, of the dred (too) feet of ground on
Mr. J. D. Griffith, of Little Rork,
Illinois you must be armed with a
Mr. G. 0. Dunan, of Mayfield, was Ark., is visitin relativ
g
es in the city. quel tokthe affair by stating that'atie Temple. The interment will follow street, between the residence of Mr..
bealtblertificate. This is according in the city yesterday.
Mr. Edward 0. Leigh, private sdc- received two letters from the young imiersodiately. The pall-bearers will James M'. Lang and one recentir
to the quarantine requirements which
Mk. Harry Heuhey has returned to teary to the
governor; is expected in woman quite recently conveying the be: l'illessrs. Adolph Weil, Louis built by Mr. Jeff Read. Terms madia
were inaugurated yesterday.
his homer in Parsons, Kan., after a the city today
glad news that she had been convert- Ruble, Mohr Michael, T. Naiiheim, known on day of sale.
for a visit.
—Mr. J. Camisa ha-9 resigned his visit to his brother, Will liruhey.
Messrs. Dr. Hermon Boswell. Lewis ed and had united with the church at Jake Wlallerstein and iferman FreidD. A. N'EISER, Nhyor:
Addie Mooney, of Texas, is Robbins and Vane Payne, membe
ecnnection with the Hotel Lagomarher borne in Toledo, 0. The lady re- man.
rs
of
sino and will shortly leave for Selma. expected this week to visit her daugh- the Mayfield military compairo, were ceived a letter from the pastor conElectric Light Notice.
firming the statement, and a line
Ala., to 1....eate. He will be succeeded ter, Miss Bernice, who is visiting the in the city last night.
Notice to Shippers.
by Mr. Ike Friedman, of Evansville. family of Mi. William Mooney on
Paducah, Ky-, Aug. ra, 1905.
All bills are due and payable at the
Mrs. Will Oehischilleger and chiT- from the dear mother thanking her
The strainer Kentucky leaves Satur office of the company, tao South
Oren. of Cawe-in-Rock, Ill., ace visiting for her kind words and their influ—Little Sarah Levitan, the six- North Fourth street.
reonths-old daughter of Mr. Barney 'Henry Holton, of Murray, is in the Niro Oehlschlaegerni sister, Mrs. Ern- ence on her once wayward daughter. stay, August 19th, at 5 o'cfock prompt- Fourth street. Current will be disIt is not an unusual thing when ly,. and will not receive any freight continued if bills are not paid on or
est Lackey, on South Fourth street.
Livitan, of 2013 Sounh Second street, city.
Ed Foster will leave to-day for St.
Mrs. J. W. Mescheits, of Clarksville. Christian women are urged to unite after 4:jo p. m. This is on account of before August zo.
died yesterday morning and the body
PADUCAH CITY RAILWAY.
-was shipped to Louisville last night bottia in the interest of the C. F. Tenn., is visiting Mrs. Thos. Herndon. with the W. C. T. U. to hear the re- taking 'Ptiople to Pittsburg Landing
illanke Coffee Company.
Messrs C 0. Brown and Tom Stahl ply: "I can not, I have so much to the dedication of the Tennessee
for burial.
The Wing° Outlook of the 11th the tobacconists, left yester
Get a soc bottle of Secthal. It is a,
day for a church work," but can there be any Monument in Shiloh Mall Park
—Yesterday
the
thermometer
.."Mrs. Nina Sutherland, who week's sojourn at Dawson.
• - reliable, powerful and prompt disinl
church work of a higher character
soared as high as 9,2, and the atmos- ha.
been on an extended visit to her
fectanr. Instantly deodorizes and disThe Clinton (Ky. )Twice-a-Week than lifting the fallen? Christ came
A Leading Colored Churchman.
phese was very snitry. Last night parents
, J. A. Bettis and wife, and of the tith, .ays: "Miss May Hayes not to save the righteous, but to call
Bishop C. P. Shaffer, id Chicago, infects any material it is applied to.
was but little balmier. The predicother relatives in and near town, re- returns to her home in Pathscah today sinners to repentance. Why noi presiding bishop of the Fourth Epis- No matter how fetrid
or offensive,
tion for today is.: High atmosphere
turned to her 'home in Paducah Weds after a pleasant visit of several weeks strive to follow Him?
copal district of A. M. E., will preach destsoys and neutralises all poison
and probable showers.
ous
•
neaday morning."
at Burke's chapel, Twelfth and Clay. gases arising from decayed animal or.,
in Clinton, as the guest of Mrs. L. D.
—A Methodist church is to be built
The Mayfield Monitor of the tab Hamilton. Miss Nell Hamilton went
Mr. J. W. Gilbert and sister, Virgin- this morning at rr o'clock and tonight vegetable matters, arreitts decomposiat Lone Oak, this county. A church says: "Miss Nona _Stokies,--whoohas
to Paducah at the same time to make ia, are the guests of Mrs. Preston at 8 o'clock, and lee-tart tomoerc:w tion and prevents contagion. It puhas already been organized and the been the guest of Miss Ura Cole. will
nighc at the same place, subject: "Af- r?fies the air without creating any
a visit of a, few weeks.—Miss May Schotta.
new church is assured. This is an- return to her home in Paducah torief#•1. Saw It."
*dor whatever. toilute highly, acHayes, of Paducah, was the guest of
other of the good results of the very morrow. She vofill be accompanied by
—A 12-pound boy baby was horn
cording to directions and sprinkle
honor at a delightful party given by
e
successful revival just closed at Lone Miss Cole.—Mr. and Mrs. E. P. GrifMks. Wade Robertson Tuesday even- yesterday to Mrs. Swain Townsend, ftlia,kw,,,"400". and "New \racket" about freely. It et es not stain. For'
Oak.
fith went to Paducah today to visit ing."'
of 431 Elizabeth street.
eiágidte by Romaine & Vincent.ti sale at alt drug store!,
This excessively hot weather saps
strength and vitality. You feel tired
and worn out all the time; your energy is gone; every organ in the body
needs toning up; yOu become billious
and feverish.
Take a Bile Capsule
tonight at bedtime. It will dispel all
bile and impurities from the system,
and tone up the liver.
Tomorrow
continue taking VINOL, the Reconstructive Tonic. It is GUARANTEEDoto make you feel better.
The Bile Capsule costs you nothing.
The VINOL is Soo° per bottle. Both
are guaranteed and sold only at
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IF YOU ORDER. QUICK CAN FURNISH FEW LOADS DRY,FINE KINDLING WOOD

Sherrillea.ussell Lumber Co.
iNCOR.POR.ATED.

Both 'Phones 295.

Eleventh and Tennessee Streets.

Prompt Delivery.
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